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1. Introduction

Chitin is one of the most abundant biopoly
mers with cellulose, being produced  
≈100 billion tons annually on the earth.[1] 
Chitin and cellulose share many similarities, 
such as insolubility in water and common 
organic solvents, biodegradability, and 
forming hierarchical nanofibrous multi
scale materials.[2–6] Chitosan, the most 
important derivative of chitin, is produced 
commercially through the deacetylation of 
chitin.[1] Although the chemical structures 
of chitin and chitosan are very similar 
to that of cellulose, they have additional 
unique properties, such as greater chem
ical accessibility, antibacterial properties, 
and immune activities. Therefore, studies 
to develop chitin and chitosan as new 
advanced materials have tremendously 
progressed in many countries recently.[7–10]

Although chitin and chitosan have 
numerous potential applications in var
ious research fields more than cellulose, 
they have fewer practical applications than 

cellulose and its derivatives. One explanation for this phenom
enon is that cellulose is produced in immobile plants, while 
chitosan and chitin are mainly produced in moving inverte
brate animals (such as insects and crustaceans); therefore, a 
lack of a usable material supply limits applications of chitin. 
However, the differing physicochemical and biological proper
ties of chitin and chitosan reported in the literature could be 
a more valid reason for their fewer practical applications than 
cellulose and its derivatives. Furthermore, reports of their phys
icochemical and biological properties are often mutually exclu
sive; some reports indicate antiinflammation, whereas others 
indicate proinflammation properties, some reports indicate the 
presence, and other the absence, of adhesive properties. To uti
lize chitin and chitosan as ecofriendly advanced materials, it 
is vital to understand the reason for these mutually exclusive 
properties. This review has been written to resolve this issue.

The issue of experimental conflict is more likely to arise from 
insufficient information about how chitin and chitosan behave 
at different scales. The usage of polyethylene (PE, with the 
chemical formula (C2H4)n, one of the most ubiquitous synthetic 
polymers, varies as n (and the molecular weight) increases, 
from fuel, wax, and commodity plastics, to highperformance 

Nanochitin and nanochitosan (with random-copolymer-based multiscale 
architectures of glucosamine and N-acetylglucosamine units) have recently 
attracted immense attention for the development of green, sustainable, 
and advanced functional materials. Nanochitin and nanochitosan are 
multiscale materials from small oligomers, rod-shaped nanocrystals, longer 
nanofibers, to hierarchical assemblies of nanofibers. Various physical 
properties of chitin and chitosan depend on their molecular- and nano-
structures; translational research has utilized them for a wide range of 
applications (biomedical, industrial, environmental, and so on). Instead 
of reviewing the entire extensive literature on chitin and chitosan, here, 
recent developments in multiscale-dependent material properties and 
their applications are highlighted; immune, medical, reinforcing, adhesive, 
green electrochemical materials, biological scaffolds, and sustainable food 
packaging are discussed considering the size, shape, and assembly of 
chitin nanostructures. In summary, new perspectives for the development 
of sustainable advanced functional materials based on nanochitin and 
nanochitosan by understanding and engineering their multiscale properties 
are described.
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engineering plastics. Similarly, the physicochemical proper
ties of chitin and chitosan depend on their molecular weight, 
and vary from the molecular scale to the nano and micro
scales (Figure 1). Therefore, unlike the existing review papers 
on chitin and chitosan, this paper reviews the characteristics 
of chitin and chitosan and the latest research results from the 
perspective of multiscaledependent material properties. This 
review aims to provide an indepth understanding of the scale
dependent characteristics of chitin and chitosan, to enable their 
effective use by researchers and end users as biofunctional and 
sustainable materials.

1.1. Overview of Chitin and Chitosan

Chitin and chitosan are linear copolymers of randomly dis
tributed β(1→4)linked Nacetyldglucosamine (GlcNAc) and 
dglucosamine (GlcN),[2] defined by three structural param
eters: 1) degree of acetylation (DA: the molar fraction of GlcNAc 
residues), 2) pattern of acetylation (PA: the sequence of GlcN 
and GlcNAc residues (random or block) along the polymer 
chain), and 3) molecular weight (MW).[11] Although there is no 
accepted distinction between chitin and chitosan, the polymer 
is usually labeled chitin when the DA value is greater than 0.5; 
otherwise, chitosan.[12] The MWs of chitin and chitosan depend 
on the source, and the MW of chitin is much higher than that 
of chitosan.[13,14] A variability in structural parameters results 
in a broad spectrum of physicochemical properties, imparting 
functional versatility for different applications.

The most distinguishing feature between chitin and chitosan 
is their solubility. Chitin is insoluble in water and common 
organic solvents due to strong hydrogen bonding between its 
acetamide (NHCOCH3) and hydroxy (OH) groups. Only few sol
vents and solvent systems are capable of dissolving chitin, such 
as hot concentrated aqueous solutions of thiocyanate, calcium 
halide, or mineral acids, irritant organic solvents (e.g., hexafluor
oisopropanol alcohol, trichloroacetic acids, and formic acid), and 
some ionic liquids.[2] From green chemistry and economic per
spectives, the processing of chitin in these extreme and expen
sive solvents can limit the industrial production and commercial
ization of chitinbased products. Chitosan, on the other hand, is 
readily soluble in dilute acidic aqueous media at pH < 6, because 
its amino groups (NH2) are significantly protonated at low pH 
values (the NH3

+ group has a pKa of 6.0–6.5.)[2,15,16] Generally, the 
aqueous solubility of chitosan increases on increasing acidity, 
decreasing DA, more random PA, and decreasing MW.[15,17] 
Although the chemical versatility of the NH2 group over the OH 
group enables various functionalizations that tune the properties 
of chitin and chitosan, it necessitates a tight control of the sub
stitution degree and the use of a protecting group for selectivity.

1.2. Chitin in Nature

Chitin is a primary component of the exoskeletons of arthro
pods including crustaceans and insects, cell walls of fungi, and 
beaks and gladii of mollusks.[2,18–22] Similar to most biological 
constructs, chitin is complexed with other substances and 
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Figure 1. Effects of multiscale hierarchy on the engineering strategy and the derived scale-dependent physicochemical and biological properties of 
chitin and chitosan.
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exhibits different crystalline allomorphs. Chitin is mostly com
plexed with protein, which can be hardened through calcifica
tion in crustaceans,[23] and crosslinking with polyphenols in 
insects.[21] In fungi, chitin is complexed with other polysac
charides.[24] The structure of chitin and its association with 
other substances is finely controlled through biosynthesis and 
assembly, resulting in an infinite number of structural differ
ences across chitinproducing species.[25] This leads to struc
tural–functional diversities, such as exceptional mechanical 
properties in the mantis shrimp’s dactyl club,[26] mechanical 
gradients in the squid’s beaks,[22] and structural colors in many 
butterflies’ and beetle species’ wings.[27,28]

The crustacean exoskeleton is an example of the self
assembly of chitin into a hierarchical structure. Native chitin 
is a semicrystalline 1D fibril material consisting of crystalline 
(microfibers or rodlike entities) and amorphous regions. The 
fibrils are stabilized through intra and intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds, van der Waals forces, hydrophobic interactions, and 
electrostatic attraction. The chitin crystal is composed of a lon
gitudinal assembly of 18–25 chains into a fibril (2–5 nm thick) 
wrapped by proteins. The chitin–protein complexes coalesce 
into bundles of 10–20 nm thickness, and the bundles form hor
izontal and parallel planes which are stacked helicoidally (with 
a gradual direction change from one plane to the next by a con
tinuous rotation). This is known as the plywood, Bouligand, 
chiral nematic, or cholesteric structure (Figure 2).[29]

Chitin exists in three crystal allomorphs (α, β, and γ) with 
different packing and relative directions of adjacent chains. 
The most thermodynamically stable and abundant allomorph 
is αchitin, composed of an antiparallel arrangement of chains, 
which is mainly found in crustaceans, incest cuticles, and 

fungi.[2,30–33] The lessabundant βchitin, formed through a 
parallel arrangement of chains, is mostly found in squid pens, 
the peritrophic matrix of insects, tubeworms, and marine dia
toms.[2,25,30,34] Both allomorphs contain interchain C–O···HN 
hydrogen bonds, forming strong intraplane hydrogen bonding, 
and each chain contains O3′···H–O5′ intrachain hydrogen 
bonds.[30] αchitin has interplane hydrogen bonds involving the 
C6′–OH group,[32] whereas no interplane hydrogen bonding 
occurs in βchitin.[34] Thus, the β form is more flexible and chem
ically reactive than the α form. The γ form is naturally rare and it 
comprises alternating parallel/antiparallelaligned chains.[2]

2. Biological and Physical Properties of Chitin and 
Chitosan at the Molecular-, Nano-, and Higher 
Scales

The applications of polyethylene, the most commonly used 
polymer material, are influenced by its phase, crystal structure, 
and mechanical properties, which depend on its MW. Simi
larly, the physical properties and biological activities of chitin 
also depend on its MW. Many properties of chitin and chitosan 
(such as water solubility, adhesion, and immune response) 
do not always remain mutually exclusive on the arrangement 
according to MW, as described in this section. In this section, 
four types of chitin and chitosan (classified according to MW) 
are discussed in the following order: oligosaccharide (oligomer 
<0 kDa) < low molecular weight (LMW; 10–100 kDa) < medium 
molecular weight (MMW; 100–300  kDa) < high molecular 
weight (HMW >300 kDa).

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Figure 2. Multiscale structures of chitin in nature.
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2.1. Properties of Chitin and Chitosan at the Molecular Level

2.1.1. Persistent Length-Dependent Properties

In polymers, the persistent length causes a rapid change in the 
physical properties of the polymer chain. Rigidity is quantified 
as the total persistence length (Lt), which represents the sum of 
intrinsic (Lp) and electrostatic (Le) persistence lengths.[35] Chain 
formation is determined by Lp and contour length (Lc); Lt/Lc ≥ 
1 indicates rod formation, and Lt/Lc < 1 indicates that the chain 
forms a random coil (Figure 3a).[36] The Lp of chitin (DA = 0) is 
≈9  nm;[37] thus, it exhibits rodlike behavior at oligomer size, 
with different physicochemical and biological properties than 
HMW chitosan, which has threadlike behavior. Therefore, 
oligomersize chitin is watersoluble, regardless of the buffer 
pH, while chitin with a chain length higher than its persistent 
length is insoluble or partially soluble in aqueous solutions, 
depending on the buffer pH.

2.1.2. Adhesion, Cohesion, and Solubility in Aqueous Solutions

Chain stiffness influences the rheological behavior and forma
tion of inter/intrachain hydrogen bond networks that form 
multimers, and the adhesion properties of chitin vary with 
persistent length. The surface forces apparatus (SFA), a widely 

used technique for measuring intermolecular forces in biolog
ical and polymeric systems with precise force (approximately 
nanonewtons) and distance resolutions (≈0.1  nm), has been 
used to test the molecular interaction of chitin molecules with 
different MWs and DA.[38,39] The interaction forces of 150 kDa 
chitin with low DA and 5 kDa chitin with low DA have been 
measured at various pH values (3.0, 6.5, and 8.5).[40] At pH 
3.0, LMW chitin with low DA (Lt (≈10.2 nm) and Lc (≈15.6 nm)) 
shows rigid rodlike behavior with similar values. On the other 
hand, HMW chitosan exhibits Gaussianchain properties with 
improved chain flexibility and mobility than the LMW chi
tosan, with Lc (≈343.2  nm) >> Lt. The adhesion of LMW chi
tosan (5 kDa, Wad ≈ 3.6 mJ m−2) was ≈40% lower than that of 
HMW chitosan (≈150 kDa, Wad ≈ 7.3 mJ m−2) to mica, whereas 
the cohesion of the LMW chitosan film (Wco  ≈ 0.22 mJ m−2) 
was 10 times lower than that of the HMW chitosan film (Wco ≈ 
8.5 mJ m−2) at pH 3.0 (Figure 3b–g). This could be due to the 
high valence and flexibility of the HMW chitosan. The HMW 
chitosan has a longer Lc than Lp, which facilitates stronger elec
trostatic interactions and more hydrogen bonds, whereas short
chain LMW chitosan, with a longer persistence length than 
contour length, is highly stiff and compactly packed on oppo
sitely charged surfaces. Thus, the overcharged LMW chitosan
coated films repel each other in a symmetric mode, reducing 
cohesiveness greatly; in an asymmetric mode, the overcharged 
LMW chitosan films exhibit attraction, with a slightly smaller 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Figure 3. a) Chain formation according to the MW of chitin and chitosan. Schematic diagrams of the SFA experiment. b) The interaction force measure-
ment between chitosan coated mica surface by buffer treatment (with different pH) between chitosan coated mica surface. b) Adapted with permission.[41] 
Copyright 2021, Elsevier. c) Cohesion and adhesion mechanism of chitosan film. Adapted with permission.[38] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. 
d,e) Normalized force–contact time curve of chitosan (5 kDa chitosan): d) adhesion and e) cohesion. d,e) Adapted with permission.[40] Copyright 2015, 
Elsevier. f,g) 150 kDa chitosan: f) adhesion and g) cohesion. f,g) Reproduced with permission.[38] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
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magnitude than the HMW case. Therefore, LMW chitosan is 
soluble in biological pH ranges due to their low selfinteraction, 
but HMW chitosan is only soluble in acidic pH.

In addition to MW, the cohesion and adhesion have been 
measured with SFA, to determine the effect of DA on chitosan 
interactions. The cohesion of LMW chitosan to the mica sur
face increases, whereas the adhesion of LMW chitosan (≈5 kDa, 
DA; 11%, 61%, 98%) reduces on increasing the DA.[41] LMW chi
tosan molecular interactions are mainly mediated by electro
static interactions due to the various ratios of positively charged 
amine groups, which depend on DA. On increasing DA, both 
the adhesion and cohesion forces in HMW chitosan (≈135 kDa, 
DA; 18%, 29%, 50%) decrease; chain flexibility and mobility, 
which decrease as DA increases, have a significant impact on 
the interaction of HMW chitosan due to the long chain length 
of HMW chitosan. Thus, LMW chitosan interaction mainly 
depends on the chitosan chain charge, which becomes less 
positive on increasing DA, whereas HMW chitosan exhibits 
strong cohesion and adhesion due to its chain flexibility, which 
decreases as DA increases.

2.1.3. Immune-Modulating Activities

Although there are numerous publications reporting the 
immune activities of chitin and chitosan, their results are 
conflicting and diverse, varying with the origin of the chitin 
(from crustaceans, insects, and fungi), impurities (endotoxin 
contamination, protein, and mineral), DA, and MW.[42–46] 
Inadequate explanations for the opposite immune effects 
of glucosamine derivatives (chitin, chitosan) make biomate
rial application challenging. Among the different parameters 
that affect immune responses, MW has been selected in this 
review paper to analyze chitosan immunological activities. The 
degradation of chitin and chitosan, which induces immune 
stimulation, causes the disappearance of the immunestimu
lating activity of the existing chitin and chitosan.[47–49] Upon 
treating macrophages with intermediatesize chitin fragments 
(40–70  µm), tumor necrosis factorα (TNFα) is secreted, 
whereas smallsize chitin fragments (<40 µm mostly 2–10 µm) 
induce the release of TNFα and Interleukin (IL)10.[46] The 
treatment of mice with chitin through intranasal administra
tion induces an accumulation of innate effector cells. Inter
estingly, messenger RNA (mRNA) and protein levels of acidic 
mammalian chitinase (AMCase, a mammalian chitinase 
that can degrade chitin) that are expressed at an early stage 
of chitin infection due to the accumulation of innate effector 
cells return to the basal level on day 9. Additionally, chitin
induced eosinophil and basophil accumulations are inhibited 
in AMCasetreated chitin or AMCaseoverexpressed mice.[47] 
More specifically, on the degradation of chitin and chitosan to 
hexamer, the secretion of inflammatory cytokines decreases, 
and the chitin and chitosan oligomers induce macrophage 
activation, unlike large chitosan polymers, by acting as posi
tive feedback for chitotriosidase secretion.[48,50] Thus, when 
chitin is first introduced, it induces innate immunecell activa
tion, but it is subsequently degraded into small fragments by 
chitin/chitosan degradation enzymes, which negatively regu
late innate cells.

The recognition between immune cell receptors and 
ligands is critical for the initiation of immune signaling and 
responses.[51,52] Chitin, a component of fungal cell walls and 
bacterial peptidoglycans, is a wellknown pathogenassociated 
molecular pattern (PAMP) recognized by pattern recognition 
receptors (PRRs) in immune cells.[53–55] Chitin and chitosan 
immuneactivity mediating PRRs have been studied with 
Ctype lectin receptors (dectin1 and mannose receptor; MR) 
and tolllike receptors (TLRs; TLR2 and TLR4).[46,56–58] PRRs 
and ligands bind via noncovalent interaction forces (such as 
electrostatic, hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding, and van der 
Waals forces) at specific binding sites.[52,59] It has been reported 
that β1,3glucan, the ligand of dectin1, weakly binds with the 
6mer, but exhibits strong binding with chitins longer than 
25mer.[60] Therefore, chitin and chitosan exhibit different 
receptor dependencies toward the same receptor depending on 
the MW.[46,55–57] Intermediatesize (40–70  µm) and smallsize 
(<40  µm mostly 2–10  µm) chitin fragments induce different 
receptormediated pathways. The TLR2, dectin1, and nuclear
factorκB (NFκB)dependent pathways are mediated in the 
presence of the intermediatesize fraction, whereas the small
size fraction stimulates the TLR2dependent and independent, 
and dectin1dependent pathways, which involve MR and 
spleen tyrosine kinase.[46] It has also been reported that for the 
TLR2mediated immune activity of oligomeric chitin, a min
imum size (6mer) chitin is required to activate the immune 
responses by TLR2, while larger chitins (10 to 15mer) exhibit 
the highest expression of proinflammatory cytokines. Although 
5mer chitin can bind to TLR2, it is too short to act as a bridge 
to form a TLR dimer to initiate signaling (Figure 4).[49] A study 
compared the naïve T cell differentiation immune responses 
and interaction forces between chitosans (1 and 15  kDa) and 
PRRs. Chitosan oligomers induce regulatory T cell (Treg) dif
ferentiation of naïve T cells, whereas LMW chitosan does not. 
After the PRRs (TLR2, TLR4, dectin1, and MR) are blocked, the 
chitosan oligomer induces the Treg differentiation. The involve
ment of dectin1 is predominant, with some MR, whereas TLR4 
is only marginally involved and TLR2 is not involved. Subse
quently, differences in the interaction forces with receptors 
according to the MW of chitosan have been measured through 
SFA, and the results are correlated with those of the receptor
blocking experiment.[61] Thus, each receptor requires the appro
priate ligand binding strength to activate an immune response. 
This might be affected by the chain length and rigidity of chitin 
and chitosan, which vary with the MW.

2.1.4. Effect of MW on Immune Stimulation (HMW to Oligomer)

Immunostimulating activity is exhibited by chitins and chitosans 
with various MW values (ranging from HMWs to oligomers), 
and the signaling pathways or cytokine productions that induce 
inflammation are summarized in Table 1.[46,47,50,56,57,62–70] Oli
gomers and LMWs significantly induce proinflammatory 
responses in RAW 264.7 cells. On degrading HMW chitosan 
(300 kDa)  and  treating it with different MWs of chitosan, the 
smaller chitosans (7.1 and 3.3 kDa, and the oligosaccharide mix
ture) increase nitric oxide (NO), inducible nitric oxide synthase 
(iNOS), TNFα, and IL6 production, and activate the NFκB, 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325
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whereas larger chitosans (300, 156, and 72  kDa) inhibit the 
immune responses. Chitosans (small and large) bind to TLR4 
and activate or inhibit the mitogenactivated protein kinase 
(MAPK) pathway to induce or suppress the secretion of proin
flammation molecules.[62] Oligomer (3 kDa) and LMW (50 kDa) 
chitosans exhibit similar mRNA levels of TNFα and iNOS, 
whereas chitosan oligomers significantly increase the produc
tion of proinflammatory cytokines.[63] The immunostimulatory 
activity of chitosans (3 and 50  kDa) in macrophages is medi
ated by NFκB, activator protein1 (AP1), MAPK, and phospho
inositide 3kinase (PI3K)/Akt signaling pathways. Moreover, 
oligomer chitosans regulate immune activity through NFκB 
and the AP1 signaling pathway.[64] The 1.87 kDa chitosan also 
activates proinflammation; immune stimulation increases the 
phosphorylation of cJun Nterminal kinase (JNK), ERK, and p38 
(which are related to the MAPK signaling pathway), increasing 
the phosphorylatedAkt levels and the phosphorylation of  
3phosphoinositidedependent protein kinase1 and p85 (which 
are related to the PI3K/Akt signaling pathways).[65]

2.1.5. Immune Suppression of the Chitin and Chitosan Oligomers

Immunosuppression activities of chitin and chitosan are mainly 
exhibited in the oligomer range (1–10 kDa). In vitro and in vivo 

experiments indicate that chitosan oligomers suppress the NFκB 
and MAPK pathways and activate the AMPactivated protein 
kinase (AMPK) pathway, inhibiting the secretion of cytokines 
and chemokines, and inducing proinflammation (Table 2).[61,71–83] 
Chitosan can attenuate the inflammatory responses induced 
by lipopolysaccharide (LPS); chitosan oligomers (2 to 7mer, 
200 µg mL−1) suppress LPSinduced inflammation mediated by 
TLR4/NFκB signaling pathway in porcine intestinal columnar 
epithelial cells, and the mRNA levels of IL6, IL8, and nuclear 
p65 expression are inhibited.[71] In LPSinduced RAW 264.7 cells, 
chitosan oligomers inhibit proinflammatory cytokines’ (NO, 
TNFα, IL1β, and IL6) secretion, and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) 
production. Additionally, it inhibits iNOS and cyclooxygenase2 
(COX2) for NO and PGE2 production, and downregulates 
the NFκB signaling pathway.[72–74] The application of chi
tosan oligomers (0.4–1.2  kDa) to LPSstimulated THP1 cells 
decreases the secretion of TNFα, IL1β, and IL6 secretion, and 
activates AMPK in T84 cells.[75] Allergic asthma is attributed to 
tissue infiltration with T helper 2 (Th2) cells, basophils, neu
trophils, eosinophils, and mast cells, expressing IL4, IL5, and 
IL13 cytokines.[78] In basophilic leukemia cell line (RBL2H3) 
mast cells, chitosan oligomers (1–5  kDa) reduce the calcium 
ionophore A23187stimulated RBL2H3 cellinduced histamine 
and βhexosaminidase release, and intracellular Ca2+ levels. 
Furthermore, chitosan oligomers inhibit the phosphorylation 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Figure 4. TLR2 binding and immune activity according to chitin size. a) Electron microscopy image of human-monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs) 
engulfing a chitin particle. b) Size comparison of a typical ectodomain of TLR and a heptamer of chitin. c) Binding of a chitin 10-mer (magenta) and the 
TLR2 (orange) Pam2 (green) in a lipopeptide binding pocket. Cytokine level (ng mL−1) of IL-6 in d) human MDMs, and e) murine mouse bone-marrow-
derived macrophages (BMDMs). Cytokine level (mg mL−1) of TNF-α in f) human MDMs, and g) murine mouse BMDMs. h) Binding measurement of 
Alexa647-labeled chitin 10–15-mer and mTLR2–Fc protein with chitin 5-mer titration. a–h) Adapted with permission.[49] Copyright 2018, The Authors, 
published by John Wiley and Sons.
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of MEK/ERK and p38 kinase involved in the MAPK pathway, 
thereby reducing proinflammatory cytokines’ expression in 
allergystimulated RBL2H3 mast cells.[79,80]

In vitro experiments confirm that chitosan oligomers exhibit 
immunesuppression activity by inhibiting the signaling path
ways and secretion of cytokines that induce inflammation. In vivo 
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Table 1. The proinflammatory activities of chitin and chitosan depending on MW.

Chitosan DA  
[%]

Endotoxin Cells or animal models Immune activity Ref.

300 kDa
156 kDa
72 kDa
7.1 kDa
3.3 kDa
<3.3 kDa

5
13
16
17
18
–

Nondetected RAW 264.7 cell Larger chitosans (300, 156, 72 kDa) significantly inhibit immune 
stimulation by inhibiting NF-κB activation. Smaller chitosans  

(7.1 and 3.3 kDa, <3.3 kDa) induce immune stimulation by activating 
NF-κB and JNK signaling proteins.

[62]

50 kDa
3 kDa

– <0.5 EU mL−1 RAW 264.7 cell Both chitosans induce TNF-α, IL-6, IFN-γ, NO, and iNOS produc-
tion. The 3 kDa chitosan exhibits a stronger immune response than 

the 50 kDa chitosan.

[63]

50 kDa
3 kDa

– <0.5 EU mL−1 RAW 264.7 cell Both chitosans enhance COX-2 and IL-10 mRNA levels, and induce 
immune stimulation via NF-κB and AP-1 pathways. The 3 kDa 

chitosan exhibits a stronger immune response than the 50 kDa 
chitosan.

[64]

β-chitosan,
2.1 kDa
α-chitosan,
1.8 kDa

14 Nondetected RAW 264.7 cell α-chitosan exhibits better immunostimulatory effects than 
β-chitosan, and activates macrophages through the MAPK and PI3K/

Akt signaling pathways.

[65]

Chitin fragments
100 µm
70–100 µm
40–70 µm

– Nondetected Peritoneal macrophage
BMDMs
WT Mice

Chitins of the 40–70 µm fraction activate TLR2 and MyD88 by the 
IL-17A/IL-17AR pathway and induce acute inflammation in the lung.

[56]

3–8-mer 0 – RAW 264.7 cell Chitosan increases NO and TNF-α production, and iNOS mRNA 
levels by activating TLR4 on macrophages.

[57]

600–800 kDa
100–300 kDa

15–25 – Saos-2 (osteosarcoma cells)
MCF-7 (human breast 

cancer cells)
HeLa (human epithelial 

cervical cancer cells)

Both chitosans reduce cell-line proliferation and viability to 90%. 
MW does not influence antitumor activity.

[66]

17.7 kDa,
10.1 kDa,
1.57 kDa

14
28.5
42.1

– Sarcoma 180 tumor cells 
in mice

17.7 and 10.1 kDa chitosan inhibit tumor-cell growth. The hexamer 
(1.57 kDa) exhibits the lowest antitumor activity.

[67]

2- to 9-mer 46 – HepG2 (liver-cancer cells) 
on a dynamic tumor-vessel 

microsystem

The proliferation and migration of HepG2 cells is considerably 
suppressed by partially acetylated chitosan, which decreases the 

production of pseudopod in liver-tumor cells.

[68]

Chitin with AMCase – – BALB/c mice,  
C57BL/6 mice

SPAM transgenic mice

Chitin accumulates allergy-induced innate immune cells. AMCase 
treatment inhibits the accumulation of immune cells.

[47]

Chitin fragments
40–70 µm
<40 µm

– Nondetected Bone-marrow-derived den-
dritic cells (BMDCs)

40–70 µm chitin fractions stimulate TNF-α, mediated by pathways 
that involve TLR2, dectin-1, and NF-κB. <40 µm chitin fractions 

induce TNF-α and IL-10, mediated by TLR2-dependent, -indepen-
dent, and dectin-1-dependent pathways.

[46]

3- to 10-mer <15 – RAW 264.7 cell Chitosan stimulates TNF-α and IL-1β production. Macrophage lectin 
receptor mediates internaliztion of chitosan.

[69]

Chitin/chitosan fragments
>100 µm
20–100 µm
<20 µm
hexamer

93/24 Endotoxin removal 
with NaOH

BMDMs <20 µm chitosan fractions induce IL-1β release, the >100 µm  
fractions induce very low amounts of release, while chitosan hex-

amers do not simulate IL-1β.
Chitosan activates the NOD-like receptor pyrin domain-containning 

protein 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome in a phagocytosis-dependent 
manner, while chitin does not.

[50]

Chitosan salt – 100 EU g−1 BMDCs Chitosan salts are engaged on the cyclic GMP–AMP synthase –
stimulator of interferon genes (cGAS–STING) pathway and promote 
DC maturation by inducing type I IFN, and enhance Th1 response.

[70]
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experiments have been conducted to confirm the utility of chi
tosan oligomers as a potential therapy for autoimmune diseases. 
Studies have been conducted to confirm the therapeutic efficacy 
of the oral administration of chitosan oligomers to a dextran 
sulfate sodium (DSS)induced colitis mouse model. On pretreat
ment with 1 kDa chitosan oligomers and 15 kDa LMW chitosan via 
oral administration, 1 kDa chitosan oligomers alleviate the typical 
symptoms of colitis, while 15 kDa LMW chitosan does not.[61] TNF
α and IL6 levels in colonic tissue are reduced and the symptoms 
of inflammation are alleviated on chitosan oligomer (5–10  kDa) 
pretreatment at 10–20  mg kg−1 day−1; intestinal inflammation is 
alleviated when chitosan oligomer is pretreated to a DSSinduced 
colitis model. In T84 cells, chitosan oligomers reduce NFκB acti
vation and proinflammatory cytokine production, preventing 
TNFα and H2O2induced apoptosis. Thus, chitosan oligomer has 
preventive and therapeutic effects on IBD through the NFκB sign
aling inhibition and intestinal epithelial cell apoptosis.[82]

However, there are studies reporting proinflammatory activi
ties of chitosan with a degree of polymerization near 1  kDa. 

Chitosan oligomers significantly increase NO and TNFα pro
duction, and mRNA levels in macrophages.[57,58,69] Thus, MW 
is an important parameter that affects the immune activity of 
chitin and chitosan, with certain limitations. Indepth studies 
are required on MW and other parameters (such as DA, 
remaining endotoxin, and solubility) that can affect immune 
activity to understand the opposing immune activity of chitosan.

2.1.6. Antimicrobial Properties

Numerous studies have investigated the antimicrobial proper
ties of chitosan against fungi and bacteria. Although the exact 
mechanism of action has not been elucidated, it is known that 
the interaction between the negatively charged component at 
the cell surface and the positively charged chitosan plays an 
important role. This interaction disrupts the cell membrane 
and alters the membrane–wall permeability causing intra
cellular electrolyte leakage, and chitosan passes through the 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Table 2. The anti-inflammatory activity of chitosan depends on MW.

Chitosan DA [%] Endotoxin Cells or animal models Immune activity Ref.

(≤10 kDa) 5–10 – LPS-induced RAW 264.7 cell Chitosan attenuates LPS-induced TNF-α, IL-6, and NO secretion. [72]

5–10 kDa
1–5 kDa
<1 kDa

10 and 50 – LPS-induced RAW 264.7 cell 5–10 kDa chitosan inhibits LPS-stimulated TNF-a, IL-6, iNOS, 
COX-2, PGE2 expression. Lower DA chitosan exhibits a better anti-

inflammatory effect.

[73]

10–20 kDa
1–3 kDa

– – LPS-induced RAW 264.7 cell
Female human skin

Both chitosans inhibit LPS-induced PGE2, NO, iNOS, COX-2  
expression. 10–20 kDa chitosans decrease IL-1β expression in a  

dose-dependent manner. No skin primary irritation reaction occurred 
in 32 volunteers.

[74]

0.4–1.2 kDa
(2–6-mer)

15 – Vitamin D3-stimulated human 
THP-1 cell

Colonic epithelial T84 cell

Chitosan reduces LPS-induced cytokines in differentiated THP-1  
cells and activates AMPK in T84 cells.

[75]

15 kDa
1 kDa

15
2.6

0.6 EU mL−1

0.14 EU mL−1

Naïve T cell
(Dextran sulfate sodium) DSS-

induced colitis mice

1 kDa chitosan induces Treg differentiation and alleviates colitis 
symptoms, but not the 15 kDa chitosan.

[61]

2- to 8-mer 0 – DSS-induced colitis mice Chitosan inhibits inflammation in the colonic mucosa by suppressing 
the activity of NF-kB, myeloperoxidase, and COX-2, and reduces 

proinflammatory cytokines in serum levels.

[81]

<1 kDa
(3- to 5-mer)

0 – Basophilic leukemia RBL-2H3 
cells

Asthma model mice

Chitosan inhibits cytokine production and granulation in RBL-2H3 
cells. In the oral administration of chitosan in asthma model animals, 

TNF-α, IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 secretion in the lung tissue and bron-
choalveolar lavage fluid are reduced.

[80]

5 kDa 10 – Rabbit and human synoviocytes
Osteoarthritis rabbit model

Chitosan inhibits synovial inflammation by AMPK activation. [83]

2- to 6-mer <5 – Human umbilical vein endothe-
lial cells (HUVECs)

Chitosan reduces LPS-induced the expression of IL-6 via the p38 
MAPK and ERK1⁄2 pathways.

[76]

2- to 6-mer <5 Endotoxin-free LPS-induced HUVECs Chitosan inhibits the production of IL-8 in LPS-induced HUVECs by 
blocking NF-κB and AP-1 activation and p38 MAPK and phosphoki-

nase Akt phosphorylation.

[77]

5–10 kDa
3–5 kDa
1–3 kDa

– – Calcium ionophore A23187 plus 
phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate 

(PMA)-stimulated RBL-2H3 
(basophilic leukemia) cells

1–3 kDa chitosan exhibits the strongest anti-inflammation effect. 
Chitosan attenuates the release of histamine and β-hexosaminidase, 
intracellular Ca2+ elevation, and reduces mRNA and protein levels of 

proinflammatory cytokines by inhibiting MEK/ERK.

[79]

5–10 kDa <10 – Colonic epithelial T84 cell
DSS-induced colitis mice

Acetic-acid-induced colitis mice

Chitosan inhibits NF-κB activation and TNF-α and IL-6 production 
in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) mice, and epithelial barrier 

integrity loss in T84 cells.

[82]
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cell membrane and kills the cells by inhibiting DNA/RNA or 
protein synthesis.[84,85] The antimicrobial action of chitosan 
is affected by various factors, such as MW, DA, pH, chemical 
modification.[86–88] The amount of positively charged residues 
is crucial for interacting against the membrane components; 
thus, lower DA and pH yield a high antibacterial efficacy.[88,89] 
However, as explained in Section 2.1.2, the MW influences the 
chain rigidity and solubility of chitosan. Since HMW chitosan 
forms stronger electrostatic interactions, 150 kDa chitosan has 
stronger adhesion and cohesion than the 5  kDa chitosan oli
gomer.[38,40] Considering the effects of these factors, this paper 
focuses on the efficacy of MW.

Grampositive bacteria have a thick peptidoglycan layer (with 
a variable thickness of 20–80 nm) on the cell wall covering the 
cell membrane, with no extra layer.[54] The main antibacterial 
mechanism of grampositive bacteria is electrostatic interac
tion with anionic teichoic acids in peptidoglycan, which dis
rupts the cells.[90] The high amount of positive charge residues 
in chitosan forms several electrostatic interactions; therefore, a 
higher MW yields a better antibacterial efficacy. The 1815 and 
366  kDa chitosan films show significant antibacterial activity 
against Listeria innocua.[91] In addition, the 263, 199, and 141 kDa 
chitosan films[92] and 300–3.3 kDa chitosan also exhibited better 
antibacterial activity with increasing MW against Staphylococcus 
aureus.[88] The high MW of chitosan is also effective against 
other grampositive bacteria, such as S. aureus, Bacillus cereus, 
Enterococcus faecalis, and Micrococcus luteus (135–42.5  kDa chi
tosan),[89] and Clostridium paraputrificum, Clostridium beijer-
inckii, Roseburia intestinalis, and Faecalibacterium prausnitzii 
(60–2 kDa chitosan).[93] However, the 2 and 3 kDa chitosan oli
gomers exhibit a very poor antibacterial activity.

By contrast, gramnegative bacteria have a thin peptidoglycan 
layer (7–8  nm thick) with an outer membrane (extra layer) 
composed of lipids.[54] Further, gramnegative bacteria are 
mainly influenced by electrostatic interactions with lipopoly
saccharides on the outer membrane.[94] Interestingly, chitosan 
can pass through the cell membrane and interfere with DNA/
RNA synthesis.[95] The 1815 and 366  kDa chitosan films were 
tested against Escherichia coli growth, where 1815 kDa chitosan 
did not inhibit E. coli growth at all, whereas 366  kDa showed 
antibacterial activity. However, when the antibacterial activity 
was measured under the same conditions, the effect was mar
ginal as compared to that with grampositive bacteria.[91] When 
300–3.3  kDa chitosans were tested against E. coli, they exhib
ited a higher antibacterial activity in the higher MW range (300, 
156, 72.1 kDa) than chitosan in the lower MW range (29.2, 7.7, 
and 3 kDa).[88] However, the antibacterial activity against E. coli, 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and Salmonella 
typhi increases by decreasing the MW range (135–42.5 kDa).[89] 
Further, when chitosans with the MW range of 60–2 kDa were 
tested against Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron and Bacteroides vulg-
atus, the antibacterial effect increased as the MW increased.[93] 
Although there are differences because of the bacterial strains, 
the antibacterial effect of MMW or LMW chitosan was better 
than that of HMW chitosan or chitosan oligomer on gram
negative bacteria. It is more difficult for HMW chitosan to 
penetrate the cell wall and cell membrane, but it interacts with 
the extracellular components, thereby altering the cell perme
ability and exhibiting antibacterial action.[87] On the other hand, 

LMW chitosan not only acts on the cell membrane, but also 
penetrates the cells to inhibit DNA/RNA and protein synthesis, 
thereby affecting mitochondrial functions.[85,96]

The antifungal effects of chitosan depend on the fungal 
strains used. Fungal growth decreases on increasing MW for 
Fusarium oxysporum, and on decreasing DA for Alternaria solani, 
whereas no MW or DA dependence is observed for Aspergillus 
niger.[89] The antifungal effect of chitosan has been investigated 
with three different MW values (247, 140, and 75 kDa) on Can-
dida spp. The effect on growth depends on the fungal strain. 
An effect of MW on the antifungal activity of chitosan has been 
observed in Candida tropicalis and Candida parapsilosis, with 
the highest MW sample showing the highest activity. On the 
other hand, no correlation with chitosan MW is observed in its 
activity toward Candida albicans.[97] On treatment of Candida 
spp with LMW and chitosan oligomers (6–20  kDa), chitosan 
exhibits antifungal activity in all the tested Candida spp, with 
higher antifungal activity for higher MW species; chitosans 
with smaller MW values (0.73–2.09 kDa) only show antifungal 
activity against Cervalces scotti. C. albicans, with low sensitivity 
toward chitosan oligomers, exhibits the lowest antifungal effect 
among all the Candida spp.[98]

2.2. Properties of Nanochitin

2.2.1. Nanoparticles, Nanowhiskers, and Nanofibers

Nanochitin (or chitin nanomaterials) includes highaspect ratio 
chitin nanofibers (ChNFs), lowaspect ratio chitin nanowhiskers 
(or nanocrystals, ChNWs), and chitin nanospheres (or nano
particles, NPs). Owing to its linear nature, nanowhiskers and 
nanofibers are more common polymer architectures of chitin.

Nanochitin is more extensively studied than nanochitosan, 
as the latter does not exhibit essential properties required for 
various applications. Although the deacetylation of nanochitin 
yields chitosan nanofibers[99] and chitosan nanowhiskers,[100] 
they are insoluble under acidic aqueous conditions because 
the deacetylation occurs only on the nanochitin surface. This 
review classifies these nanomaterials as the deacetylated varia
tions of ChNFs and ChNWs (dChNFs, and dChNWs, respec
tively). Although some studies report the synthesis of chitosan 
nanofibers through bottomup electrospinning of chitosan solu
tions,[101–104] the products are obtained as nanofiber nonwoven 
mats, not as individual nanofibers. Chitosan NPs are another 
nanostructure of chitosan that can only be prepared through 
bottomup synthesis techniques. The size of chitosan NPs can 
range up to 1  µm, and they are mostly applied in biomedical 
fields.[7] This section focuses on the properties of 1D nanochitin 
produced via different topdown production routes and surface 
modifications.

2.2.2. Synthesis of 1D Nanochitin

To synthesize nanochitin, bulk chitin is first extracted from 
biomass. Because of the universality of the extraction process, 
the biomass source is the main factor determining the quality 
of the extracted chitin.[18,23,105,106] The extracted chitin never has 
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a DA of 1.0 because of some inevitable deacetylation during 
extraction.[105]

There are two complementary routes, topdown and bottom
up, to produce nanochitin. In the topdown approach, bulk 
chitin is broken down into materials of desirable nanosize. 
In the bottomup approach, bulk chitin is dissolved into indi
vidual molecules, which assemble into organized nanostruc
tures.[7,12,101,103,107] The bottomup approach requires the use of 
harsh solvents/solvent systems and alters the crystal structure 
of nanochitin,[108–110] whereas the topdown approach preserves 
the native crystal structure and rodlike morphology of nano
chitin. Therefore, 1D nanochitin is predominantly produced via 
the topdown approach.

The topdown production of nanochitin can be broadly clas
sified into chemical processes (acid hydrolysis, oxidation, and 
deep eutectic solvent (DES) solvolysis), and mechanical disinte
gration (Figure 5a and Table 3).[100,111–143] The chemical methods 
are based on removing the disordered domains and defect 
regions from chitin, resulting in lowaspectratio nanowhiskers. 
The diameter (5–80 nm range) of ChNWs is controlled by var
ying the reaction parameters, whereas its length (from 50 nm to 
several micrometers) largely depends on the chitin origin.[105,107] 
Additionally, chemical reagents simultaneously modify the 
ChNW surface. Inorganic acids partially deacetylate the ChNW 
surface, and sulfuric acid (H2SO4) also partially esterifies pri
mary hydroxy (C6′–OH) groups to sulfatehalfester groups 
(OSO3H). Organic acids, oxidizers, and DES produce ChNW 
with aldehyde, carboxylate, and/or carboxylic acid ester groups. 
The most widely used chemical method employs boiling dilute 
HCl to hydrolyze bulk chitin to ChNWs. Compared with the 
chemical routes, mechanical disintegration breaks interfi
brillar hydrogen bonds and longitudinally separates bulk chitin 
into highaspectratio nanofibers (3–100  nm wide and several 
micrometers long). Because mechanical treatment consumes 
a large amount of energy,[144] it is usually coupled with mild 
chemical treatments (such as deacetylation and oxidation), 
which introduce repulsive surfaces on chitin, promoting the 
disintegration into more refined nanofibers.

2.2.3. Post-Surface-Modification of Nanochitin

Postsurfacemodification can tune the physicochemical prop
erties and comprehensive performance of nanochitin. The 
modification is confined to chemically accessible regions 
on the nanochitin surface, the density of which decreases 
with increasing crystal size.[145] Postsurfacemodification of 
nanochitin can occur to amino groups (Nfunctionalization), 
hydroxy groups (Ofunctionalization), acetamide, and other 
functional groups introduced during the nanochitin produc
tion (Figure 5b). The hydrophilicity, relative chemical reactivity 
between functional groups, and the extent of modification are 
important factors to be considered during modification.

Most studies aim to decrease the hydrophilicity of nano
chitin through longchain alkyl, phenyl, or polymer grafting 
reactions.[146–151] These reactions are usually conducted in 
nonaqueous conditions because water is a competing nucleo
phile to the hydroxy and amino groups of chitin. However, 
the intrinsic hydrophilicity of chitin makes it challenging to 

remove the adsorbed water layer on its surface or disperse 
nanochitin in organic media.[152,153] Despite these challenges, 
attempts to modify nanochitin surface have been conducted in 
aqueous conditions for safety and sustainability reasons. Sur
face reactions of chitin in water include (but are not limited to) 
deacetylation,[100,154] Nsulfonation,[155] chlorination,[156] lactam 
formation,[157,158] imine formation,[146] amidation,[159] and gua
nylation,[160] which impart diverse and interesting properties to 
nanochitin.

Although the amino groups of nanochitin are highly reactive, 
modifying other functional groups is more strategically advan
tageous owing to the potential drawbacks of Nmodification, 
such as reduced network bonding and biological activities. This 
requires Nprotection/deprotection, which is costly and com
plicated. Considering Omodification, C3′–OH is less acces
sible than C6′–OH due to the steric hindrance and intrachain 
hydrogen bonding;[1,30,161] thus, C3′–OH modification requires 
harsh conditions, which can affect the crystallinity or MW of 
nanochitin.

It is also important to control the extent of surface modifica
tion to maintain the intrinsic properties of nanochitin. Nano
chitin crystals are maintained through intermolecular bonding; 
therefore, an excessive degree of modification can disrupt the 
bonding network, severely alter the crystal structure, reduce the 
MW, and ultimately degrade the performance of nanochitin.

2.2.4. Properties of 1D Nanochitin

Various properties of nanochitin are governed by its dimen
sions. Like nanocellulose, the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) 
of nanochitin exponentially increases when the size decreases 
from the macroscale to the nanoscale according to the rela
tion σ  ∼ 1/√D, where σ is the UTS, and D is the diameter 
(width) of the fiber.[162] The UTS increases from ≈71–237 MPa 
for αChNFbased macrofibers (≈100–300  µm wide)[163–165] to 
1.6 GPa for an individual αChNF (37 nm wide).[166] In addition, 
the UTS of αChNF films made from 6  nm wide nanofibers 
is ≈200–250  MPa, 2–2.5fold greater than those made from 
19 nm wide nanofibers (100 MPa).[167] In addition to the width, 
the length of nanochitin also remarkably affects its UTS; longer 
nanofibers align more readily and pack more tightly, resulting 
in better entanglement and interfibrillar cohesion transfers 
than shorter nanowhiskers. Casted films of αChNF exhibit an 
UTS of >100  MPa,[167–170]  whereas those of ChNWs fall below 
50 MPa.[170]

The mechanical properties of nanochitin are also affected 
by other factors including crystallinity and surface chemistry, 
although the relationships are not straightforward. For example, 
a computational model suggests that the mechanical proper
ties of the αchitin crystal are superior to those of the βchitin 
crystal,[171] but experimental data show otherwise. βChNF 
films have an UTS of 277 MPa, 1.7 times higher than that of α
ChNF films (156.5 MPa).[172,173] An individual βChNF (UTS of 
3.0 GPa) is nearly 2 times stronger than an individual αChNF 
(UTS of 1.6 GPa),[166] probably because the aspect ratio of a β
ChNF is usually much higher than that of an αChNF. In addi
tion, because the acetamide group contributes to the hydrogen 
bonding network in the nanochitin crystalline structure, ChNFs 
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Figure 5. Chitin at the nanoscale. a) Schematic top-down production of nanochitin through chemical and physical routes into individual nanocrystals 
or nanofibers, accompanied with surface changes (summarized in Table 3). b) Overview of the chemical reactions enabling the post-surface-function-
alization of nanochitin showing the functionalization of amino and hydroxy, acetamide, and other functional groups. The red and green circles repre-
sent functional groups or attached polymer chains that can tune the properties of nanochitin. c) Target properties of ChNWs: c1) a scanning electron 
microscopic (SEM) image showing the needle-like morphology of ChNWs; c2) a colloidally stable 1 wt% aqueous ChNW suspension at pH 4.0; c3) an 
X-ray diffraction pattern of highly crystalline α-ChNWs. c1) Adapted with permission.[160] Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society.
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Table 3. Top-down production routes for nanochitin and resulting properties.

Production  
route

Reagents/methods Chitin crystal  
allomorph and source

C6′–OH  
modification

Colloidal 
stability

Average size [nm] Crystallinity 
index [%]

Yield  
[%]

Refs.a)

Width Length

Inorganic 
acid 
hydrolysis

HCl α-Chitin  
(crab shells)

Unmodified Stable in acidic 
water

6–50 100–500 NR (highly 
crystalline)

<60 [111,112–114]

α-Chitin  
(shrimp shells)

Unmodified Stable in acidic 
water

15–30 150–250 87 NRb) [100]

β-Chitin  
(Riftia tubes)

Unmodified Stable in acidic 
water

≈18 500 nm–10 µm NR NR [115]

β-Chitin  
(squid pen)

Unmodified Stable in acidic 
water

10 50–300 NR NR [116]

H2SO4 α-Chitin  
(crab shells)

Relatively 
stable in water

8.0 Nano to micro 86–93 80–83 [117]

H3PO4 α-chitin  
(crab shells)

Unknown Relatively 
stable in water

7.0 Nano to micro 89–93 80–83 [117]

Organic acid 
hydrolysis

Maleic acid α-Chitin  
(shrimp shells)

Sterically 
stable in water

Nano Nano 72–82 1.6–10 [118]

Oxalic acid α-Chitin  
(shrimp shells)

Electronically/
sterically 

stable in water

12.5–13.0 600–1100 >80 81 [119]

Oxidation (2,2,6,6-Tetrameth-
ylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl 
radical (TEMPO)/

NaClO/NaBr

α-Chitin  
(crab shells)

Stable in acidic 
and alkaline 

water

7–20 50–500 93 NR [120]

α-Chitin  
(shrimp shells)

Stable in acidic 
and alkaline 

water

15–30 150–250 73–85 NR [100]

β-Chitin  
(tube worm)

Stable in water 20–50 Several 
micrometers

≈60–65 16–70c) [121]

TEMPO/NaClO2/
NaClO

α-Chitin Stable in acidic 
and alkaline 

water

5–15 200–600 ≈92–95 >80c) [122,123]

TEMPO/laccase/
O2

α-Chitin Stable in water 24 480 ≈92–93 43–65 [124]

Ammonium 
persulfate

α-Chitin  
(crab shells)

Relatively 
stable in water

15 400–500 79–94 38 [125,126]

Potassium 
periodate

α-Chitin  
(shrimp shells, crab 

shells)
d)

Relatively 
stable in water

12 220–250 97 40–50 [127]

Deep eutectic 
solvent 
solvolysis

Choline chloride 
(ChCl) as a proton 

acceptor and 
various organic 
acids as proton 

donors

α-Chitin  
(crab shells)

Sterically 
stable in water

29–83 165–844 85–92 78–88 [128]

ChCl as a proton 
acceptor and p-tolu-
enesulfonic acid as 

proton donors

α-Chitin Unmodified Electrostati-
cally stable in 
aqueous acids

12–44 206–399 NR NR [129]
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are calculated to be stiffer and stronger than dChNFs.[174,175] 
However, experimental data show that an appropriate deacetyla
tion degree can improve the mechanical properties of dChNFs 
because charged amino groups promote the fibrillation of 
dChNFs into more refined filaments.[173] Overall, dimension 
predominantly controls the mechanical properties of nano
chitin. Highaspectratio ChNFs exhibit a higher mechanical 
performance and require a lower percolation threshold in nano
composites[176] than lowaspectratio ChNWs. When nano chitin 
becomes wider, or it is longer than the critical length (usually 
>1  µm), its cohesion strength decreases because multiple 
defects arise due to interchain misalignment, resulting in 
reduced interfibrillar interactions and entanglements.

Beyond the mechanical properties, other frequently consid
ered properties of nanochitin include transparency and col
loidal behavior. Dilute suspensions and thin films of nanochitin 
are generally transparent because nanochitin has a diameter 
less than onetenth of the visible wavelength. Although the 
size–transparency relationship for 1D nanochitin has not been 
well established, thinner and shorter nanochitin with a mono
disperse size is generally more transparent.[100,177,178] The trans
parency is also controlled by other factors, such as nanochitin 
concentration, pH, and ionic strength of a suspension, or nano
chitin alignment, thickness, and roughness of a film.

As a rodlike particle, the colloidal behavior of nanochitin 
suspensions can be described by two factors, aspect ratio 

multiplied by concentration (Onsager’s theory), and sur
face potential (Derjaguin–Landar–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) 
theory).[179,180] The Onsager’s theory indicates that for a mono
disperse system, highaspectratio ChNFs require a lower 
critical concentration for phase separation and gelation than 
lowaspectratio ChNWs, and are more promising as a rheo
logical modifier. According to the DLVO theory, nanochitin is 
generally colloidally stable in acidic aqueous environments at 
a low concentration because of the electrostatic repulsion of 
protonated amino groups on the crystal surface. Destabilization 
occurs when the amino groups are deprotonated at neutral or 
basic pH, or in organic solvents. Additionally, electrolyte addi
tion over a critical concentration screens the surface charge of 
the colloids and reduces the interparticle repulsion, and aggre
gation of nanochitin occurs when interparticle forces become 
attractive. Nanochitin can be stabilized in neutral and basic 
pH conditions by introducing a functional group that ionizes 
under these conditions, such as through sulfation, guanylation, 
or oxidation (Table 3). In highionicstrength aqueous solutions 
or organic solvents, nanochitin can be made dispersible by 
introducing long alkyl/polymer chains that induce interparticle 
steric repulsion.[117–127,146,160,181]

Overall, three target properties established for cellulose 
nanocrystals (CNCs)[182] can be used to evaluate the quality 
of nanochitin: nanosize, colloidal stability, and crystallinity. 
Ideal nanochitin has at least 1D in the nanoscale (Figure 5c1). 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Production  
route

Reagents/methods Chitin crystal  
allomorph and source

C6′–OH  
modification

Colloidal 
stability

Average size [nm] Crystallinity 
index [%]

Yield  
[%]

Refs.a)

Width Length

ChCl as a proton 
acceptor and ZnCl2 
as a proton donor 

in acetic acid/
anhydride

α-Chitin (shrimp 
shells)

Sterically 
stable in 

water, some 
aggregates

20–80 100–700 85–89 Up to 
62%

[130]

Mechanical 
disintegration

Magnetic stirring Partly deacetylated 
α-chitin

Unmodified Electrostati-
cally stable in 
aqueous acids

6.2 250 57 85–90 [131]

Blending Unmodified NR 10–20 Several 
micrometers

NR NR [132–134]

Ultrasonication α-Chitin (crab and 
shrimp shells)

Unmodified NR 30–120 [135]

β-Chitin (squid pen) Unmodified Electrostati-
cally stable in 
aqueous acids

3–4 >500 37 NR [136]

High-pressure 
homogenization

α-Chitin Unmodified NR 80–100, 
some 

aggregates

Several 
micrometers

85 NR [137,138]

Stone milling Partly deacetylated 
α-chitin

Unmodified Electrostati-
cally stable in 
aqueous acids

3–30 44 NR [139,140]

Grinding and high-
pressure water-jet 

shearing

α-chitin Unmodified NR Nano 86–89 NR [141]

a)References cited are studies with different production routes or chitin sources, or studies on optimizing the production process; b)NR, not reported; c)Yield of insoluble 
fractions; d)The modification occurs at C1′–OH.

Table 3. Continued.
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The nanochitin size and aspect ratio are determined using 
scanning/transmission electron microscopy (SEM/TEM) or 
atomic force microscopy.[105,160,183,184] The colloidal stability of 
charged nanochitin can be inferred by zetapotential measure
ments;[100,183] aqueous suspensions with a zeta value greater 
than +30 mV are considered highly stable (Figure 5c2).[185] The 
crystallinity index and crystal allomorphs of nanochitin are typi
cally determined using Xray diffraction, and can be used to 
evaluate the production route (Figure 5c3).

2.3. Hierarchically Assembled Structures of Chitin

2.3.1. Assembly of Nanochitin

An isotropic suspension of HClhydrolyzed ChNWs can spon
taneously separate to form a coexisting anisotropic lefthanded 
chiral nematic (cholesteric) phase above a critical nanowhisker 
concentration (Figure 6a).[111,112,186] The chiral nematic phase 

can be visualized as fingerprint patterns using polarized optical 
microscopy (POM) (Figure  6b), or as ordered domains using 
TEM (Figure 6c). It consists of parallelly aligned ChNW planes; 
the planes are stacked on one another and rotate about a cen
tral perpendicular axis, forming a structure resembling the ply
wood structure of chitin in nature. The length of the cholesteric 
pitch (p) is twice the ridgetoridge distance of the fingerprint 
pattern.[186] Unlike iridescent chiral nematic CNC films,[3] 
ChNWs form transparent films without iridescence (loss of 
chiral nematic twisting) after water evaporation, although 
a layered structure of ChNW is observed (Figure  6d).[187] The 
chirality arising during the selfassembly is assumed to be 
a result of a twist in the structure of the ChNWs and CNCs 
(Figure 6e).[111,188–190]

The Onsager’s theory, which suggests the critical concentra
tion for isotropic–chiral nematic transition depending on the 
aspect ratio of nanochitin, is only valid for a monodisperse 
system (Section  2.2.4). Nanochitin is usually polydisperse 
(Table  3). Its phase transition is better described through the 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Figure 6. The liquid-crystal behavior of aqueous nanochitin suspensions. a) Phase separation of aqueous suspensions of HCl-hydrolyzed ChNWs on 
standing. Reproduced with permission.[111] Copyright 1993, Elsevier. b) The fingerprint pattern of the nanochitin chiral nematic phase observed using 
POM, showing the pitch-height measurement. c) TEM image of nanochitin chiral nematic structure. b) Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).[153] Copyright 2016, The Authors, published by Springer 
Nature. c) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0).[153] Copyright 2016, The Authors, published by Springer Nature. d) A transparent ChNW film, retaining its helicoidal nanoarchitecture (inset) 
upon water evaporation. Reproduced with permission.[187] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. e) Illustration of the twisted structure of a single 
ChNW and the chiral nematic arrangement of four ChNWs in close contact. Left: Reproduced with permission.[188] Copyright 2020, American Chemical 
Society; Right: Reproduced with permission.[111] Copyright 1993, Elsevier. f–i) Factors controlling the self-assembly of aqueous ChNW suspensions, 
including hydrolysis conditions (HCl concentration in m and hydrolysis time in min) (f), tip sonication energy (g), acetylation state of the starting 
bulk chitin (h), and pH and ionic strengths of ChNW suspensions (i). f–i) Adapted with permission.[187] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
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excluded volume of rods, where the critical concentration for 
phase separation and the volume fraction of the liquid crystal 
phase are both a function of (L2D)n; L and D are length and 
width of nanochitin, respectively, and n is an exponent.[179,187] 
Although n is determined for CNCs, current literature data 
are not sufficient to produce the empirical value for nano
chitin. However, some general observations for CNCs can be 
applied to nanochitin. For example, in a polydisperse system, 
nanofibers tend to form the chiral nematic phase, while nanow
hiskers tend to remain in the isotropic phase.[191,192]

The selfassembly of ChNWs also depends on its surface 
chemistry, charge density, and environmental factors such as 
pH and ionic strength.[187,193] Generally, smaller ChNWs with 
greater charge density obtained from more extensive hydrolysis 
and higherenergy tip sonication require a higher critical con
centration for phase separation. The resulting chiral nematic 
phases exhibit a higher pitch height (Figure 6f,g). Deacetylated 
chitin is more prone to hydrolysis due to the solubility of dea
cetylated portions in the acidic medium. It forms thinner and 
shorter nanowhiskers that selfassemble into chiral nematic 
structures with shorter pitches compared with highly acety
lated chitin (Figure 6h). Ionic strength and pH produce oppo
site effects. Lowering the pH increases pitch height due to the 
repulsive forces between positively charged ChNW surfaces. At 
H+ concentrations greater than a critical value, ionic strength 
becomes a predominant factor, forming shorter peak heights 
due to compression of the electrical double layer around the 
nanowhiskers (Figure 6i).[187]

In addition to αChNWs, other studies have attempted to 
produce ordered structures of surfacemodified nanochitin 
and the β form. NsulfatedChNWs form liquid crystals.[155] 
Strong birefringence has been observed for aqueous suspen
sions of βChNFs,[194] zwitterionic carboxylated ChNWs,[195] and 
poly(ethylene glycol)graftedChNWs,[146] but a higher organiza
tion into the chiral nematic phase does not occur; more research 
is required to elucidate this phenomenon. The ordering of nan
ochitin has been also reported in conditions other than aqueous 
suspensions. Oh  et  al. disintegrated bulk αchitin using cal
cium ion (Ca2+)saturated methanol into ChNFs and obtained 
a nematic phase in isopropyl alcohol after solvent exchange.[153] 
Additionally, welldispersed ChNWs can be oriented into highly 
anisotropic nematic structures using fast water evaporation 
in a confined space,[196] mechanical force,[163] and magnetic 
fields.[197,198] The nematic alignment of nanochitin can be used 
to fabricate strong anisotropic adhesives for dry surfaces[196] and 
has immense potential for packaging applications.

2.3.2. Chitin-Derived Nitrogen-Doped Carbon Materials

The hierarchically assembled structures of chitin can be used to 
produce nitrogendoped carbon materials.[199] Chitin has a rela
tively higher carbonization efficiency than other natural poly
mers because it does not melt on heating. Most importantly, 
it can retain an ordered porous structure after extraction from 
the biomass. These features allow the direct preparation of self
Ndoped porous carbon materials with homogeneously distrib
uted nitrogen in the porous carbon matrix. The multivalency of 
nitrogen and carbon and their large electronegativity difference 

enables diverse interactions, allowing various applications of 
Ndoped carbon materials, from environmental management to 
electrochemistry.[200]

At the microlengthscale (Figure  1), the performance of 
Ndoped carbon materials is mainly controlled by properties 
such as porosity (surface area), Ndoping position, Ndoping 
level, and bonding configuration.[201,202] Ndoped carbon mate
rials are prepared from chitin or chitosan by thermal treatment, 
which involves pyrolysis at high temperatures (900  °C) in an 
inertgas atmosphere, or hydrothermal treatment at milder 
temperatures (≈200  °C).[203–206] Pyrolysis produces whole 
carbon materials with higher surface area and low Ndoping 
levels, whereas hydrothermal treatment results in carbon
sheath/chitincore materials with high Ndoping levels.[203,207]

3. Applications of Chitin and Chitosan 
Nanostructures with Multiscale Properties
3.1. Biomedical Applications

Chitin, chitosan, and nanochitins are positively charged poly
electrolyte substances extracted from natural sources; there
fore, they are likely to be contaminated with harmful negatively 
charged endotoxins derived from gramnegative bacteria. Thus, 
endotoxin removal and investigations of the multiscale phys
ical properties of nanochitin are vital before the biomedical 
use of these samples; otherwise, unreliable research results 
could necessitate the repetition of timeconsuming animal 
experiments.

3.1.1. Sealants and Hemostatic Materials

In 1940, Mark G. M. Pryor (Cambridge University) identified 
that polyphenolic compounds crosslink the chitin structure 
of insect exoskeletons, and Norman de Bruyne (Royal Aircraft 
Establishment) invented phenol–/resorcinol–formaldehyde 
adhesives for use in aircraft construction by mimicking chitin 
compounds. After the success of this biomimetic adhesive, 
many researchers have used chitin and other related materials 
as adhesives. SFA experiments indicate that hydrogen bonding 
significantly influences the bonding strength of chitin and chi
tosan, which depends on the hydrogenbond ratio of the amine 
and hydroxyl groups. MW, which can affect the hydrogenbond 
ratio, also influences the bonding strength.[40,41] Chitosan shows 
good adhesion to human blood and some chitosancontaining 
hemostatic materials have been approved by the United States 
Food and Drug Administration (U. Although chitosan has adhe
sive properties, it swells under wet conditions and loses its pos
itive charge at physiological pH, drastically reducing its binding 
force.[208] Therefore, the application of chitosan as a bioadhesive 
requires modifications to overcome these limitations. Many 
researchers have conjugated phenolic compounds (such as 
quinone, catechol, and gallol) with chitin and chitosan, mim
icking the crosslinking and adhesion mechanisms of insect 
cuticles and underwater adhesives of marine fouling organ
isms (Figure 7a).[209,210] Phenolic compounds increase adhesion 
under wet conditions by several chemical interactions, such 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325
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as covalent bonding, metal coordination, hydrogen bonding, 
cation–π interaction, and π–π stacking.[211] The conjugation of 
phenolic compounds with chitosan makes the modified chi
tosan soluble, regardless of the pH, increasing its biomedical 
applications.[209]

A chitosan–catechol thin coating on a needle surface has 
been reported to form a gellike material which acts as a sealant 
on tissue; this needle can be used as a selfsealing hemostatic 
needle causing negligible blood loss (Figure  7b,c).[212] Further
more, a chitosan–catechol sponge has been synthesized which 
rapidly binds to plasma proteins (albumin, fibrinogen, and 
globulin) on contact with blood, forming a blood–protein bar
rier. It was applied for the first time in a human clinical trial of 
hepatectomy; it shows an excellent hemostatic effect compared 
to TachoSil and Surgicel/Fibrillar (Figure 7d,e).[213] Its mucoad
hesive properties have also been investigated. As chitosan–cat
echol forms an irreversible catecholmediated crosslinking 
with mucin, the gastrointestinaltract retention is increased, 
causing higher mucoadhesion compared to conventional chi
tosan.[214] Dihydroxybenzoic acidgraftedchitosan–catechol, with 
a high catechol content, shows strong mucoadhesive properties 
in mucin.[215] The conjugation of polyphenolic compounds with 
chitin nanostructures improves adhesion and hemostasis fur

ther.[216] The adhesion of a gallolconjugated chitin nanofiber to 
porcine skin is up to 10 times higher than that of a chitosan–
catechol or pyrogallol polymer (Figure  7f–h).[217] Additionally, 
chitosan–gallol moieties retain good hemostatic effects with 
high platelet attachment and blood clotting.[218]

3.1.2. Gene and Drug Delivery

Chitosan NPs have numerous manufacturing methods, are 
applied in various fields, and are synthesized by emulsification, 
precipitation, ionic gelation, selfassembly, and so on.[219–223] The 
amine groups of chitosan, due to their positive charge, easily 
form complexes with anionic polymers and conjugate molecules, 
facilitating high target specificity and immune activity. Addition
ally, the mucoadhesive properties of chitosan allow the uptake 
of chitosan NPs to target sites.[224,225] Therefore, chitosan NPs 
are widely used in medicine and pharmaceutics to deliver drugs, 
genes, and vaccines. The safe encapsulation of the target mole
cule by NPs and its transport (with protection from enzymes) 
and proper release at the target site is vital in a delivery process 
(Figure 8).[226] Therefore, the size, stability, binding affinity, 
uptake capacity, and release rate of NPs should be considered  

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Figure 7. a) Chemical structures of chitosan modified with phenolic compounds, such as b–e) catechol and f–h) gallol. b) Photographs of the chitosan–
catechol-coated hemostatic needle and the SEM image of the coating film. c) Photographic images showing the in vivo hemostatic effect of the needles 
after injection of saline into a rabbit marginal ear vein (top: bare needles, and bottom: 5%-oxidized chitosan–catechol-coated needles). b,c) Adapted 
with permission.[212] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature. d) Images of a chitosan–catechol sponge. e) Images showing the in vivo hemostatic effect of 
hemostatic materials (gauze, Tachosil, Surgicel/Fibrillar, and the chitosan–catechol sponge) after application to a pig model of coagulopathic liver 
bleeding. d,e) Adapted with permission.[213] Copyright 2021, American Association for the Advancement of Science. From ref. [213]. © The Authors, 
some rights reserved; exclusive licensee AAAS. Distributed under a CC BY-NC 4.0 license https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/. Reprinted 
with permission from AAAS. f,g) Images of a chitosan–gallol hydrogel (CS–GA)[218] (f) and chitin nanofiber–gallol (Chitin NF–GA, right: optical image, 
and left: cryo-TEM image)[217] (g). h) Wet adhesion ability of CS–GA and Chitin NF–GA with ionic complex and covalent cross-linking. f) Adapted with 
permission.[218] Copyright 2019, Elsevier. g) Adapted with permission.[217] Copyright 2015, Elsevier.
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during synthesis. These factors are influenced by various para
meters, such as MW, DA, and aminetophosphate (N/P) 
ratios.[227] High MW values indicate large particle size; at the oli
gomer range, they do not form sufficient bonds with polyanions, 
forming large unstable particles with 600  nm size.[220,223,228] 
Particle stability and cargo protection are also improved, and 
the small interfering RNA (siRNA) is better protected from 
degrading enzymes (such as DNAse) as the MW increases.[229] 
Cellular uptake is affected by zeta potential and DA (to varying 
degrees in different publications); the uptake reduces by 26% 
when the chitosan NP MW decreases from 213 to 10 kDa (how
ever, the uptakes of 11 and 14 kDa chitosan NPs are higher than 
those of 53 and 100 kDa NPs, respectively).[229,230] Chitosan NPs 
in the MW range of 137–620 kDa do not exhibit significant differ
ences in transfection efficiency; in gene silencing, however, the 
11 kDa chitosan NP (among NPs in the range of 11.8–110 kDa) 
exhibits the highest effect in LS174T cells, while the 50 kDa NP 
(among LMW chitosans in the range of 2–50 kDa) exhibits the 
highest effect in HeLa and OV3 cells.[228,229,231] Although LMW 
chitosan forms relatively unstable NPs with nucleic acid, it can 
effectively release intracellularly and exhibits high transfection 
efficiency. However, the MW range exhibiting high transfection 
efficiency depends on the targeted gene and cell.

Many diseases are related to gene malfunction; thus, chi
tosan, a nonviral vector, is used for delivering genes that can 
edit the diseasecausing gene expression. However, since chi
tosan itself has insufficient transfection efficiency and target 
specificity, complexes incorporating peptides/molecules into 
chitosan are being developed to overcome these limitations. 
A siRNAloaded trimethyl chitosan (TMC)–polyethylene glycol 
(PEG) complex that links a short peptide obtained from the 
rabiesvirus glycoprotein, that specifically binds to the nico
tinic acetylcholine receptor on neuronal cells, has been syn
thesized as a therapeutic target for Alzheimer’s disease. These 
complexes exhibit high intracellular uptake, occur in Neuro2a 
cells, and peptidylprolyl Isomerase Like 2 (PPIL2) siRNA
loaded NPs cause efficient betasite amyloid precursor protein 
cleaving enzyme 1 (BACE1) knockdown in Neuro2a cells.[232] 
Galectin1 siRNAloaded chitosan NPs have been fabricated to 
reduce Galectin1 in the tumor microenvironment of glioblas
toma multiforme, a primary brain tumor. Galectin1 siRNA 
delivery causes a decrease in myeloid suppressor and Tregs, 
and an increase in cluster of differentiation 4 (CD4+) and CD8+ 
T cells. During the evolution of the glioblastoma multiforme, 

Galectin1 knockdown inhibits the polarization switch of macro
phages from M1 (proinflammatory) to M2 (antiinflamma
tory), causing a normalization of tumor vasculature and high 
survival of tumorbearing mice.[233] For bone repair, either the 
expression of a boneregeneration gene is increased, or that 
of a gene that interferes with bone formation is decreased. 
Chitosanbased NPs have been treated on collagen scaffolds 
to fabricate geneactivated scaffolds to facilitate mesenchymal 
stem cell (MSC) transfection; particle size and zeta potential are 
higher for MMW (160 kDa)–plasmid DNA (pDNA) NPs, while 
the encapsulation efficiency is higher for chitosan oligomer 
(7.3  kDa)–pDNA NPs. Chitosan oligomer–plasmid green fluo
rescent protein (pGFP) NPs exhibit 45% transfection efficiency 
in MSC transfection. Moreover, on loading the NPs onto col
lagen scaffolds, luciferase is expressed higher by chitosan oli
gomer NPs than MMW NPs.[234] The transfection of chitosan 
oligomer NPs (7.3 kDa) carrying bone morphogenetic protein2 
(BMP2), an osteogenic gene, and vascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF), an angiogenic gene, into MSCs causes BMP2 
and VEGF expression for more than 14 days. Implantation of 
the geneactivated collagen hydroxyapatite scaffold in the calva
rial defect model generates high neovascularization, causing 
bone repair in the pBMP2 and pVEGF scaffold.[235]

Chitosan NPs also deliver chemical drugs via controlled 
release and targeted therapy in vivo. 5Fluorouracilloaded 
pHresponsive chitosan nanogels have been fabricated for 
melanoma by ionic gelation. Nanogel accumulates in mela
noma tumor nodules, inducing the release of 5Fluorouracil 
in a weakly acidic condition, causing selective drug accumula
tion in the melanoma sites in chemically induced melanoma 
animal tumor models.[236] Doxorubicin (DOX), a solid tumor 
treatment drug, has been encapsulated in PEGconjugated chi
tosan oligosaccharide–arachidic acid NPs to confirm the leu
kemiatreatment effect; the NPs (165  nm) are maintained for 
72 h, with the sustained release pattern of DOX appearing at 
physiological pH. The DOX uptake rate is higher when human 
leukemia K562 cells are treated with NPs than with DOX solu
tions. Pharmacokinetic studies in rat indicate that the in vivo 
clearance of DOX in the NP group is slower than the other 
groups, causing a prolonged circulation period of DOX.[237] The 
antitumor activity against breast cancer has been confirmed 
by loading Tamoxifen, a breast cancer treatment drug, on pH
responsive chitosan NPs, forming chitosan NPs (100–150 nm) 
that rapidly release Tamoxifen at acidic pH. These chitosan NPs 
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Figure 8. Chitosan nanoparticle formation mechanisms by polyelectrolyte complexation and ionic gelation. Positively charged chitosan NPs carry cargo 
and undergo endocytosis to uptake target cells. Subsequently, NPs transfer from endosomes to the cytoplasm and release their cargo (DNA/RNA, 
drugs, and vaccines) for delivery to target sites (such as the nucleus, translation machinery, and immune cells).
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exhibit antitumor activity in human breast cancer cells (MCF7) 
by increasing the cellularuptake efficiency of Tamoxifen and 
inducing apoptosis in a caspasedependent manner.[238] The 
antitumor effects of the chemotherapeutic agent paclitaxel 
and antiangiogenic peptide endostatinloaded chitosan NPs 
on Lewis lung carcinoma have also been studied. Endostatin
loaded NPs exhibit 223.45  nm size and 71% entrapment effi
ciency. Paclitaxelloaded NPs exhibit a strong antiangiogenic 
effect and 70% tumorsuppression rate in vivo, which is signifi
cantly higher than that of other drug groups.[239]

3.1.3. Vaccine Adjuvants

Vaccines activate cellular immunity mediated by T cells, 
humoral immunity mediated by B cells that produce antibodies, 
and induce immunological memory. Vaccines currently in use 
are based on nucleic acids (DNA, mRNA), viruslike particles, 
viral vectors, and recombinant proteins.[240] Innate immune 
recognition through PRR generates a signal necessary for 
adaptive immune activation; thus, adjuvants must be included 
in vaccine formulations for vaccines without natural PAMPs. 
An aluminum salt, most frequently used among the approved 
human vaccine adjuvants, does not adequately induce mucosal 
immunity and causes an inappropriate inflammatory reaction 
at the injection site; thus, it is vital to develop a new effective 
vaccine adjuvant.[240,241] Chitin, a component of fungal cell walls, 
is a PAMP that is recognized by PRRs of immune cells.[55] 
Chitosan, which is recognized by TLRs and Ctype lectin recep
tors to activate immunity, can be used as an immune potentiator. 

Chitosan activates the NLRP3 inflammasome and increases type 
I interferons (IFNs) through the cGAS–STING pathway, exhib
iting strong cellular immunity through a mechanism that pro
motes dendritic cell (DC) maturation.[50,70]

LMW–MMW (50–190  kDa) and HMW (310–375  kDa) chi
tosans induce interferon regulator pathway signaling, the 
activation of antigenpresenting cells, and the production of 
cytokine mRNA in influenza A virus protein vaccine models. 
LMW–MMW produces higher mRNA levels in 24 h, and HMW 
elevates mRNA response in 48 h. Additionally, LMW–MMW chi
tosan treatment increases immunoglobulin G (IgG) production, 
while HMW chitosan treatment increases T cell cytokine CD4 
IL4 and IL2 production. Both chitosans act as good adjuvants by 
reducing influenza A virus morbidity.[242] Administering inacti
vated avian infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) vaccines containing 
the BRI genotype strain encapsulated in chitosan NPs (286 nm, 
19.9 mV) to chickens through the ocular–nasal route produces 
high levels of antiIBV immunoglobulin A (IgA) and IgG anti
bodies, with a strong ability to express the IFNγ gene, induces a 
mucosal immune response. Furthermore, the IBV–chitosan vac
cine provides effective protection against IBV strains of the BRI 
genotype.[243] Administering SC2 spike (S)–DNAloaded gold–
chitosan nanocarriers (core 20 nm, spike 20–30 nm, 35.8 mV) 
intranasally in severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 
2 (SARSCoV2)  DNA vaccines increase humoral immune 
responses which neutralize the effects of pseudoviruses that 
express different spike variants of SC2. Additionally, T and B cell  
responses are efficiently activated in the lungs and lymph 
nodes, causing enhanced cellmediated immune responses 
(Figure 9).[244] Receptorbinding domains of SARSCoV2 spike 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Figure 9. SARS-CoV2 (SC2) vaccines with gold nanostar (AuNS) chitosan nanocarriers. a–c) Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) 
images of AuNS–chitosan and SC2 DNA. d) A gel retardation assay to assess AuNS–chitosan DNA loading efficiency. e,f) The zeta potentials and 
particle sizes of SC2-vaccine-loaded AuNS–chitosan at different ratios. g,h) Anti-SC2 antibody levels are detected in the serums of BALB/c mice (g) 
and C57BL/6J mice (h) immunized with AuNS chitosan loaded with CoV-1 and CoV-2. i–k) Enzyme-linked immunosorbent (ELISA) assay measured 
against SC2 S protein-specific IgA (i), IgG (j), and immunoglobulin M (IgM) (k) levels in serums of BALB/c and C57BL/6J mice. a–k) Adapted with 
permission.[244] Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society.
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glycoproteins loaded into TMC NPs (386 nm, 12.9 mV) exhibit 
a significantly high loading efficiency of 99% and good vaccine 
efficiency by intranasal delivery.[245]

Chitosan also has been studied as an adjuvant for infec
tious bacteria vaccines. A comparison of the nasalvaccine 
effects of lipopeptide subunit vaccine (LCP1)loaded and algi
nate/TMCcoated liposomes, and LCP1/negatively charged 
polymers/TMC polyelectrolyte complexes against Group 
A Streptococcus show that the complexes (200  nm, 30  mV) 
induced IgG and IgA titers.[246] Salmonella subunit vaccines 
including immunogenic outer membrane proteins, and 
flagellin (F)proteinloaded and Fproteinsurfacecoated chi
tosan NPs, have been delivered orally to increase intestinal 
mucosal immunity to the Salmonella vaccine. NPs (514  nm, 
40  mV) improve TLRs, and Th1 and Th2 cytokines’ mRNA 
expression in chicken immune cells; the oral administration 
of NPs in avian improves specific systemic and mucosal anti
body responses.[247]

3.1.4. Biodegradable Microbeads

Microbeads are spherical solid particles with diameters ranging 
from 5  µm to 1  mm.[248] They have been increasingly used as 
a mechanical exfoliant in personalcare and cosmetics prod
ucts. However, environmental and health concerns regarding 
microbeads produced from petroleumderived plastics have 
necessitated the development of sustainable alternatives.[249–254] 
Bulk chitin and chitosan can be used to produce costeffective 
microbeads with great performance and biodegradability. Chitin 
microbeads with homogeneous shape and narrow size distribu
tion have been produced using ionic liquids and critical CO2 
drying.[255] However, being expensive, this method is unsuit
able for the production of costcompetitive commercial prod
ucts. Emulsion diffusion, based on a “switch” in the aqueous 
solubility of chitin/chitosan controlled by their DA, is a facile 
and costeffective method to prepare highperformance micro
beads with wellcontrolled sizes and smooth surfaces. Chitin 
microbeads have been synthesized through the acetylation of 
chitosan in a waterinoil inverse emulsion system (Figure 10a). 
The microbeads exhibit a high cleansing efficiency due to their 
high mechanical and adsorption properties (Figure  10b). Fur
thermore, they exhibit fast degradation in activated sludge, 
and their presence in soils is nontoxic to model plants  
(Figure 10c–e).[255]

3.2. Sustainable Materials

3.2.1. Mechanically Reinforced Biocomposites

Increasing demand for both superior mechanical properties 
and sustainability in construction, auto parts, electronics, 
and biomedical implants has driven the development of 
biosourced polymer nanocomposites (biocomposites) to 
replace conventional inorganicfillerreinforced nanocom
posites.[257–260] High loadbearing natural materials (such as 
wood, bone, and crustacean shells) provide inspiration to fab
ricate biocomposites that mimic their multiscale structures 

by combining natural reinforcing elements with energydissi
pating matrices.[261,262]

1D nanochitin possesses many unique properties, such as 
a high longitudinal elastic modulus (theoretically more than 
150 GPa[21]), high aspect ratio, abundant polar groups capable 
of hydrogen bonding, and a low density (1.425 g cm−3). Thus, 
nanochitin exhibits a higher specific modulus (modulusto
density ratio)[21] and larger specific surface area than ceramics 
and metals, and could be used to fabricate lightweight strong 
materials. Similar to CNC, the reinforcing ability of nanochitin 
is generally attributed to the formation of a hydrogenbonded 
(percolated) network within the polymer matrix, and their 
ability to act as nucleating agents.[105,150] Nanochitin has been 
used to reinforce both biobased and petrochemicalbased poly
mers, forming hybrid and green biocomposites, respectively.[258] 
The reinforcement effectiveness of nanochitin depends on 
numerous factors, including nanochitin–polymer compatibility, 
biocomposite processing methods, and parameters relevant to 
nanochitin.

The hydrophilicity of nanochitin makes it compatible with 
hydrophilic polymers, because it enables a homogeneous dis
persion of nanochitin in the polymer matrix, maximizing the 
filler–matrix adhesion. Nanochitin composites of hydrophilic 
polymers such as poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA),[263,264] waterborne 
polyurethane,[265] and soy protein isolate[114] exhibiting remark
able mechanical properties have been fabricated. However, 
most commodity and engineering plastics are hydrophobic, 
exhibiting low compatibility with nanochitin. Nanochitin 
can be chemically modified to overcome this limitation. The 
polymer grafting strategy has been used to fabricate ChWg
poly(εcaprolactone) (PCL) and dChWgnylon 6,6 composites 
with good mechanical properties.[149,150] However, surface modi
fication should ensure a balance between filler–matrix adhesion 
and filler–filler cohesion to ensure acceptable performance of 
the nanocomposite. For instance, hydrophobic ChNWs show 
unexpectedly low mechanical reinforcement of natural rubber 
compared with untreated nanochitin. This can be attributed to 
the partial destruction of the hydrogenbonded ChNWperco
lated network upon surface modification (Figure 11a1,a2).[148,266]

Processing methods also influence the performance of a 
composite. Methods to prepare polymer/nanochitin compos
ites can be broadly categorized into ex situ processing and in 
situ polymerization. In the ex situ approach, nanochitins are 
mixed with polymers using solvent/solvent systems; in the in 
situ approach, monomers containing predispersed nanochitin 
are polymerized. After mixing, nanocomposites are produced 
through solvent evaporation (casting–evaporation), or thermal 
processing after freezedrying/precipitation.[267] Generally, 
casting–evaporation generates composites with better mechan
ical properties than thermal processing as shown in the rubber/
ChNW system[113,266] (Figure  11b1,b2) because solvent evapora
tion is a slow process that provides sufficient time for the nano
filler to establish a percolated network. By contrast, shear stress 
in thermal processing causes nanochitin agglomeration. The 
solvent mixing approach can be coupled with spinning tech
niques to form elongated nanocomposite fibers and improve 
the alignment of nanochitin within the polymer matrix. PVA/
ChNW and alginate/ChNW fibers of remarkable strengths have 
been produced using electrospinning and wet spinning from 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325
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an aqueous medium, respectively.[268,269] Water is the preferred 
medium for mixing nanochitin and polymers. Besides hydro
philic polymers, nanochitin composites of hydrophobic poly
mers, including poly(styrenecobutyl acrylate),[116] PCL,[115] and 
natural rubbers,[113,266] have been produced through casting–
evaporation of their aqueous suspensions stabilized by a sur
factant. Most hydrophobic polymers require nonaqueous sol
vents; thus, the surface of nanochitin is usually made hydro
phobic to improve its dispersion in organic solvents. Examples 
of biocomposite films produced via this route include natural 
rubber/alkylated or phenylated ChNW from toluene[148] and 
poly(llactic acid)/Oacetylated ChNF from chloroform.[270]

Compared with the casting–evaporation, which is time
consuming and limited to the lab scale, thermal processing is 
a suitable alternative for the industrialscale production of bio
composites. However, preventing nanofiller agglomeration is 
necessary. Because surface modification complicates the pro
duction process and reduces the economic merits of biocom
posites, neat nanofillers are preferred. If the neat nanofiller 
is thoroughly mixed with the polymer prior to processing, 
nanocomposites with homogeneously dispersed nanofillers 

can be formed even with thermal processing. From a thermo
dynamic viewpoint, in situ polymerization incorporates the 
nanofiller into the polymer matrix from the monomeric stage, 
retaining more superior dispersion than ex situ mixing. In 
situ polymerization has been used to engineer a wide range 
of hybrid and green biocomposites containing CNCs and 
ChNWs, such as nylon (Figure  11c), and cropderived polycar
bonates and polyesters, with remarkable reinforced mechanical 
properties.[150,271–275]

Parameters related to nanochitin, including its aspect ratio, 
surface chemistry, and loading, greatly influence the mechan
ical properties of biocomposites. Highaspectratio ChNFs pro
duce stiff, brittle nanocomposites, whereas lowaspectratio 
ChNWs toughen the composites (Section 2.2.4), as exemplified 
in studies on PVA and alginate biocomposites reinforced with 
nanochitin (Figure  11d).[100,276] This is attributed to the ability 
of ChNFs to entangle with polymer chains, and the ability of 
ChNWs to facilitate stress transfer at the filler–matrix inter
face. The type and concentration of surface functional groups 
also significantly influence the reinforcement effectiveness 
of nanochitin. On using ChNFs as reinforcement agents in 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Figure 10. Sustainable chitin microbeads for cosmetic applications. a) Schematic preparation of chitosan microbeads through the acetylation of 
chitosan using the emulsion diffusion method; a chitin microbead is also shown. b) High ink-cleaning efficiency on human skin exhibited by a solid 
soap incorporating chitin microbeads. c) The biodegradation (ratio of the biochemical oxygen demand to theoretical oxygen demand of microbes, 
ISO 14851) of chitin microbeads (chito-beads) compared with those of polyethylene (PE) and cellulose microparticles in activated sludge. d) SEM 
image of chitin microbeads before and after biodegradation in activated sludge. e) Photographs of oat (Avena sativa L.) and rapeseed (Brassica 
napus L.) plants grown in soils mixed with chitin microbeads (100 and 1000 mg microbead kg−1 soil). a–e) Adapted with permission.[256] Copyright 
2021, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) films, the strength of the com
posites is improved greatly for highly deacetylated ChNFs due 
to the strong interfacial adhesion of cationic ChNFs with the 
anionic CMC.[277] Moreover, introducing both charges (amino 
and carboxylate) in zwitterionic nanochitins promotes percola
tion and strengthens the PVA matrix (Figure 11d).[100] The ten
sile properties of biocomposites are also sensitive to nanochitin 
loading; there is generally an optimal percolated threshold 
value, which varies for different polymer matrices and nano
chitin aspect ratio, at which reinforcement is the maximum. 
In situ polymerization requires less nanochitin loading than ex 
situ mixing for the same reinforcement efficiency. Beyond the 
threshold, nanochitin is prone to aggregation and the mechan
ical properties of the composite are drastically degraded.[150,274]

In addition to isolated dispersed nanochitin, the ply
wood structure of nanochitin also exhibits exceptional 

damage tolerance. For instance, the dactyl club of the mantis 
shrimp (Odontodactylus scyllarus) can withstand a repeat direct 
impact force of 1500 N without damage. Structural characteri
zations have shown that the dactyl club possesses multiple fea
tures that allow minimal internal damage on impact. One such 
feature is the ChNF plywood that dissipates impact energy by 
twisting the crack direction, preventing its propagation during 
deformation (Figure 12a–d).[26] Few studies have attempted 
to fabricate highperformance biocomposites mimicking the 
chiral plywood structure of nanochitin. Oh et  al. reproduced a 
hierarchical arrangement of ChNFs (originally labeled chitin 
nanowires) in epoxy/nanochitin biocomposites (Figure  12e). 
The toughness increases from 3.3 MJ m−3 for neat epoxy to 4.3 
and 9.0 MJ m−3 for composites with nematic and chiral nematic 
structures (at 5 wt% ChNF loading), respectively (Figure 12e,f). 
Both the anisotropic structures exhibit higher toughening effects 
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Figure 11. Nanochitin as mechanically reinforcing fillers for different polymer systems. a) Stress–strain curves of natural rubber biocomposite films with 
untreated ChNWs (a1) and hydrophobic ChNWs (a2), fabricated by casting–evaporation from aqueous suspensions and toluene, respectively. In (a2), 
the compounds shown were used for the post-surface-modification of ChNWs; the hydrophobized ChNW loading is 10 wt%. b) SEM images of cryof-
ractured surfaces of natural rubber/untreated ChNW (20 wt%) composite films fabricated by b1) hot-pressing and b2) casting–evaporation. The broad 
smooth unfilled regions in (b1) indicate a lower whisker distribution compared with (b2). a1) Adapted with permission.[266] Copyright 2003, American 
Chemical Society. a2) Reproduced with permission.[148] Copyright 2003, American Chemical Society. b) Reproduced with permission.[113] Copyright 2003, 
American Chemical Society. c) Composites of nylon 6,6/d-ChNWs (0.4 wt%): c1) (top) cast film and (bottom) dumbbell-shaped film specimens; c2) 
stress–strain curves of the composites prepared by in situ polymerization and ex situ blending in formic acid. SEM images of tensile-fractured surfaces 
of in situ polymerized (c3) and ex situ blended (c4) films, showing different modes of fracture. c) Adapted with permission.[150] Copyright 2020, Royal 
Society of Chemistry. d) Composites of PVA with five different types of nanochitin, namely, chitin nanofibers (ChNFs), ChNW, deacetylated ChNW 
(d-ChNW), TEMPO-oxidized ChNW (T-CHW), and zwitterionic TEMPO-oxidized deacetylated ChNW (Z-CHW) at 10 wt%: d1) tensile strength; d2) 
tensile modulus; d3,d4) stress–strain curves. d) Adapted with permission.[100] Copyright 2019, Elsevier.
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Figure 12. a) Front view of the mantis shrimp (O. scyllarus) showing the impact surface of the dactyl club (white arrow). b) Cross-sectional analysis of 
the dactyl club shows three structural domains: (blue) the impact region, the periodic region including (red) medial and (yellow) lateral zones, and 
(green) the striated region. c) The optical microscopy images of these regions, with the rotated-plywood structural motif of the impact region. d) (left) A 
nanoindentation map [elastic modulus (E) and hardness (H)] of the dactyl club, and (right) a corresponding line scan. a–d) Adapted with permission.[26] 
Copyright 2012, American Association for the Advancement of Science. e) Tensile Young’s modulus and toughness of pristine epoxy and nanochitin/
epoxy composites. Insets: i) pristine epoxy and ii) chiral nematic nanowire/epoxy composite films. f) Tensile stress–strain curves of epoxy composites 
with isotropic, nematic (N), and chiral nematic (N*) phases of nanowires (ChNFs). g) Tensile stress–strain curves of isotropic ChNW and ChNF epoxy 
composites are compared. The ChNF loading in (e)–(g) is 5 wt%. e–g) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).[153] Copyright 2016, The Authors, published by Springer Nature. h) Development 
of helically ordered chitin/CaCO3 hybrid materials mimicking the biomineralization process. The cholesteric liquid of ChNWs is immersed in acrylic 
acid (AA) and amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC), polymerized, and aged to obtain the chitin/poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)/CaCO3 hybrid material. i) The 
POM image of the chiral nematic hybrid. h,i) Reproduced with permission.[278] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH.
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than the isotropic dispersed ChNF and ChNWs (Figure 12g).[153] 
Furthermore, inspired by the biomineralization process, Mat
sumura et al. fabricated a chiralnematically arranged ChNWs/
CaCO3 transparent film with high potential as an optical and 
mechanically superior material (Figure  12h,i).[278] Although 
most studies focus on fabricating welldispersed nanochitin bio
composites, the mantis shrimp can provide structural insights 
to aid the design and development of highperformance mate
rials based on the hierarchical assembly of nanochitin.

3.2.2. Sustainable Gas Barriers for Food Packaging

Among the requirements for food packaging, barrier properties 
against oxygen and water vapor are the most crucial. Uncon
trolled transport of these gasses across packages can reduce 
the quality and shorten the shelf life of food products.[279] Tra
ditional food packaging is made using petroleumderived plas
tics (such as poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and polyolefins) 
owing to their lightweight, strength, low cost, easy process
ability, and transparency,[280,281] but they are highly permeable 
to oxygen.[282] Metallized coatings and poly(vinylidene chloride) 
have high oxygenbarrier properties, but their usage is discour
aged because they release toxins during endoflife disposal. As 
food packaging is mostly single use, current studies not only 
investigate the performance of foodpackaging materials but 
also highlight their sustainability.

Nanochitin is emerging as a new sustainable material for food 
packaging. Neat ChNF films exhibit low oxygen permeability 
(OP) of 1.0  mL µm m−2 day−1 kPa−1 at 23  °C and 50% relative 
humidity (RH) because of its high crystallinity and aspect ratio, 
forcing gas molecules to diffuse through the films in a tortuous 
path.[283] The OP of nanochitin is two orders of magnitude lower 
than many petroleumbased plastics.[282,283] However, neat nano
chitin films are very brittle and usually applied as additional com
ponents with polymers to produce sustainable food packaging.

The cohesion between nanochitin is stronger than nano
chitin–polymer interaction; thus, continuous nanochitin layers 
can form anisotropic and tight networks that reduce gas permea
bility more remarkably compared to dispersed nanochitin fillers. 
This has been confirmed in a study using (2,2,6,6tetramethylpi
peridin1yl)oxyl radical (TEMPO)oxidized ChNWs (TChNWs) to 
improve the barrier properties of biaxially oriented polypropylene 
(BOPP). Dispersed TChNWs in acrylic resins adhering to BOPP 
do not improve the oxygen barrier properties of neat BOPP, 
while TChNW layers reduce the oxygen transmission rate (OTR) 
from ≈400 to 203.8 mL m−2 day−1 (for an 8.3 µm thick TChNW 
coating layer) at 20 °C and 50% RH.[284] Therefore, for a signifi
cant improvement in gasbarrier properties, nanochitin is usually 
coated onto the polymer film as a continuous nematicassembled 
layer.

Coating of nanochitin involves the deposition of nanochitin 
aqueous suspensions on the polymer films through dipping, 
spraying, or spinning techniques followed by water evapora
tion.[151,184,285] The selection of coating techniques depends on 
the nature of the polymer substrate (shape) and chitin suspen
sions (volume and viscosity), and should be evaluated for each 
case.[286] Nanochitincoated polymer films have been fabricated 
with dip coating and spray coating.[226] Differences in surface 

energies of nanochitin and polymers necessitate surface treat
ment of the polymer to improve the nanochitin–polymer 
adhesion. The positive charge of nanochitin provides a critical 
advantage; it facilitates bonding between nanochitin and the 
treated polymer surface via NH3

+mediated electrostatic inter
actions with negatively charge moieties generated on treated 
polymer surface.[151,184,279,285]

Nanochitin can be constructed as a singlelayer coating or 
multilayer coating with other components. Multilayer coat
ings can provide multifunctionalities (such as antimicrobial 
properties or printability) for polymeric food packaging. Posi
tively charged nanochitin is a perfect complementary partner 
to negatively charged nanocellulose for improving gasbarrier 
properties. Nanochitin and nanocellulose of different aspect 
ratios have been combined to achieve a more tightly packed 
network in which the nanofibers provide a rigid frame
work, and the nanowhiskers fill defects within the nanofiber 
mesh.[285] Kim  et  al. have reduced the OTR of PET thin films 
using TEMPOoxidized cellulose nanofibers (TCNFs) and 
ChNW, confirming the synergistic interplay of ChNW and 
TCNF. Bilayer(ChNW/TCNF)20spraycoated PET exhibits an 
OTR of 0.48  mL m−2 day−1 for a 2.62  µm thick coating, lower 
than those of single (ChNW)40 and (TCHF)40coated PET (1.91 
and 1.46  mL m−2 day−1, respectively) at 23  °C and 50% RH 
(Figure 13a–c).[285] Similarly, Satam  et  al. have also confirmed 
that multilayers of ChNF/CNC spraycoatings on PLA exhibit 
a fourfold lower OP than those coated with individual com
ponents (20  vs 80  mL µm m−2 day−1 kPa−1 at 23  °C and 50% 
RH).[287] More recently, Nguyen  et  al. assembled 20 (ChW/T
CNF) bilayers on a BOPP film through dip coating, exhibiting 
a 100fold reduction in the OTR from 1117.51 to 13.10  mL m−2 
day−1 (at 23 °C and 50% RH).[184]

One of the challenges of using nanochitin as a barrier 
material is the sensitivity of the OP to RH, and its poor bar
rier properties against water vapor.[151,279] The water vapor 
transmission rate (WVTR) of chitin is seven to eight orders of 
magnitude higher than hydrophobic polymers,[288] and nano
chitin exhibits a sharp rise in OP as RH increases, particularly 
above 50% RH.[151] An approach to mitigate this sensitivity is 
thermal annealing through hot pressing, which enhances the 
interfibrous hydrogen bonding and resistance to moisture by 
eliminating intercalating water molecules.[151,285] Hot pressing 
reduces the OTR values from 0.48 to 0.35  mL m−2 day−1 in 
(TCNF/ChNW)20coated PET films (23  °C, 0% RH), and the 
value retains as low as 0.6 mL m−2 day−1 upon exposure to water 
(Figure  13d–f).[285] Another strategy is sandwiching the nano
chitin layer within moistureresistant polymer layers (lami
nating), but this requires a large quantity of polymeric mate
rials and a precise control of layer deposition for acceptable film 
construction and performance.[284] The slippery liquidinfused 
porous surfaces (SLIPS) technology has been recently used to 
prepare coated PET films with low barrier properties against 
both oxygen and water vapor, and selfcleaning properties for 
good recyclability (Figure 13g–j).[151,289] A sprayassisted layerby
layer (LbL) assembly of TCNF and dChNW coated on one side 
of the film reduces the OTR of the film, while a porous surface 
of silica nanoparticles and dChNW impregnated with oil on 
the other side of the film, being superhydrophobic, exhibits a 
low WVTR and effectively repels contaminants. A low OTR of 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325
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<0.1 mL m−2 day−1 and WVTR of 1.4 g m−2 day−1 kPa−1 has been 
recorded for a 7 µm thick coated layer.[151]

In addition to mitigating the sensitivity to water, anisotropy 
control and surface modification of polysaccharide nanocrystals 
can improve their gasbarrier properties. In gas permeability 
studies, aligned CNC coatings on PVA films have exhibited a 
900fold reduction in O2 transport rate on increasing the order 
parameter from 0.28 (isotropic) to 0.85 (anisotropic) (1 = per
fect alignment).[290] A reduction in WVTR (52%) has also been 
reported for highly ordered CNCcoated PVA films (order 
parameter of 0.78).[291] These findings suggest the potential of 
aligning nanochitin to improve the barrier properties, which 
requires further investigation. Achieving a desirable alignment 
of nanochitin requires knowledge of the sizedependent rheo
logical properties of nanochitin suspensions.

The DA of ChNWs can be varied for controlling the OP of 
the fabricated dChNW films. Ji et al. reported that aggressively 
deacetylated ChNWs (under optimal conditions of 40 wt% 
NaOH, 155 °C, and 140 min) have shorter lengths and higher 
surface charge densities that help them align and pack more 
optimally with CNC, forming a bilayer coating exhibiting 99% 

and 20% reductions in OP and WVTR, respectively, on cellu
lose acetate films.[292]

Notably, an improvement in the barrier properties of 
coated polymeric films usually accompanies a reduction in 
their mechanical strength. Unlike the dispersed state that can 
upgrade the mechanical properties of the composite, contin
uous nanochitin is brittle and when being adhered to the duc
tile polymer substrate, it concentrates stress at the interface, 
causing premature failure of the composite during deforma
tion. Highgasbarrier nanocellulose/nanochitinbilayercoated 
PLA,[287] PP,[184] and cellulose acetate[292] exhibit 10–35% reduc
tion in strengths compared to the neat polymers. Therefore, a 
balance between barrier properties and mechanical strength 
should be considered while developing engineering strategies 
for fabricating nanochitincoated polymeric films.

3.2.3. Antimicrobial Food Packaging

Direct protection of food from pathogens and microorganisms 
can maintain or improve the condition and extend the shelf life 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Figure 13. Nanochitin used in combination with TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibers (T-CNFs) for fabricating sustainable high gas-barrier coatings 
on poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) films. a) LbL assembly of the (ChNW/T-CHF)n bilayer coating on a PET film using spray coating; n denotes the 
number of bilayers. b) Schematic representation of single-layer and bilayer coatings on PET films, demonstrating the synergistic interplay of ChNW 
and T-CHNF over each individual component, and c) their OTR. d) Schematic hot pressing of (CNW/CNF)20-coated PET films and the corresponding 
cross-sectional SEM images. e,f) Changes in the OTRs of T-CNF40-, ChNW40-, and (CNW/CNF)20-coated PET films at 0% RH, 23 °C before and after 
hot pressing (e), and of non-hot-pressed and hot-pressed (CNW/CNF)20-coated PET before and after hydration (f). a–f) Adapted with permission.[285] 
Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. g) Overcoming the moisture sensitivity of the (d-ChNW/T-ChNW)40 gas-barrier coating on PET films by 
implementing SLIPS technology on the other side of the film. h) OTR and i) WVTR values of these films. j) Water repellence of the SLIP-coated PET 
sample. g–j) Adapted with permission.[151] Copyright 2021, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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of packaged food. As mentioned in Section 2.1.6, the antimicro
bial activity of chitosan can inhibit pathogenic and nonpatho
genic microorganism growth, making it an attractive material 
for food packaging. Chitosan is modified or incorporated with 
various natural extracts, such as essential oils, phenolic com
pounds, and other fruit extracts, to improve its antimicrobial 
and antioxidant properties.[293]

PEGdecorated grapheneoxide (GO)nanohybridintroduced 
PVA/chitosan (50–80 kDa) nanocomposite films exhibit signifi
cant antimicrobial properties against S. aureus and E. coli. The 
improved antibacterial effect of the composite film is because of 
the antibacterial effect of chitosan and the GO sheet, which dis
rupts membrane permeability and cellular respiration through 
strong interactions with the cell wall.[294] The antibacterial 
activity of chitosan films (200 kDa) with laponiteimmobilized 
silver NPs has been mainly evaluated with S. aureus, E. coli, 
A. niger, and Penicillium citrinum that cause food spoilage by 
invading the surface and interior of vegetables and fruits. Chi
tosan films with laponiteimmobilized AgNPs and CS/AgNP 
films exhibit improved antibacterial activities compared to pure 
chitosan films against the microorganisms; CS/AgNP films 
show the best antibacterial activity due to AgNPs released from 
laponin immobilization. On using them for the food packaging 
of litchis, the filmpacked litchis indicate a 2 day extension of 
shelf life compared to nonpacked litchis.[295]

Chitosan films incorporating natural extracts exhibit strong 
antibacterial/antioxidant effects. Cinnamonessentialoil
incorporated chitosan NPs (760  kDa) extend the shelf life of 
beef patties by 2–4 days; the NPs decrease the growth of yeast, 
mold, and lacticacid bacteria compared to the untreated group, 
which slightly increases at the end of the storage period of eight 
days, while S. aureus and Enterobacteriaceae growth are con
tinuously reduced during storage due to longterm antibacterial 
effects.[296] Applepeel polyphenolincorporated chitosan films 
(400  kDa) also exhibit high antimicrobial activities in gram
positive (B. cereus, S. aureus) and gramnegative bacteria (E. coli, 
Salmonella typhimurium) in a concentrationdependent manner, 
with higher efficacy against grampositive bacteria.[297] Incor
poration of cloveessentialoilloaded chitosan–ZnO NPs on 
chitosan/pullulan nanocomposite films cause a broader antimi
crobial response; the film significantly reduces the growth of  
S. aureus, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa, with the maximum 
inhibition of P. aeruginosa. The chicken shelf life on using the 
composite film has been confirmed by pH values. Fresh chicken 
exhibits a pH value of 5.8, which increases due to protein and 
lipid oxidation. The pH of unpackaged chicken increases on 
the third day of storage, whereas that of the composite film
packaged chicken increases after two more days, indicating a 
two day shelflife extension.[298] Food packaging with chitosan
based films exhibit high antimicrobial activity and extend 
shelf life. In general, chitosan films exhibit higher antimicro
bial activity against grampositive bacteria than gramnegative 
bacteria due to the difference in the cell wall structure.[54,299]

3.2.4. Environmental-Management Applications

Biochar, a form of carbon materials, is emerging as an ideal 
solution for several environmental issues.[207,300,301] The 

longterm stability of biochar reduces carbon dioxide (CO2) 
emissions, whereas biopolymer biodegradation releases large 
amounts of CO2 into the atmosphere. Therefore, converting 
chitin into biochar can be a promising strategy for mitigating 
climate change. Biochar can also enhance the physicochemical 
and biological properties of soil by retaining water and nutri
ents in the soil, buffering the soil pH, and regulating the soil 
microbial community. In addition, biochar is used in water 
treatment because its high porosity allows an efficient adop
tion and removal of contaminants from water. In many studies, 
chitin and chitosan have been used as cobiosorbents with 
carbon materials; the lone pairs of electrons on the acetamido 
group, amine, and hydroxy groups act as chelating sites for 
heavy metals and various chemicals.[302,303] Ndoped carbon 
materials for environmental applications have been mostly fab
ricated by the pyrolysis of plant biomass and manure, followed 
by postsynthetic treatment.[207,304,305] Those directly obtained 
from chitin and chitosan are largely unexplored. To the best of 
our knowledge, the study of Zhang and coworkers[306] is the 
only study on Ndoped carbon ChNF aerogels as effective adsor
bents for treatment of dyed wastewater.

3.3. Optical and Electrochemical Applications

3.3.1. Optical Materials

Color is an important feature characterizing species and ena
bling them to exist in nature. Many insects display bright iri
descent colors which are caused by the interaction of incident 
light with their periodically ordered chitin structures (structural 
colors). For example, the color of scarab beetles (Chrysina glo-
rosia) originate from the lefthanded chiral nematic structure 
of chitin nanocrystals that reflect circularly polarized light.[25] 
Other species, such as butterflies, also display iridescent 
metallic blue in their wings, with the structural color origi
nating from gyroid or Christmastreelike structures rather 
than a chiral nematic arrangement.[25,307,308]

Fabricating an iridescent nanochitin film from aqueous 
suspension is still challenging (Section  2.3.1). Thus, most 
efforts have focused on producing optical nanochitin films 
from nature. Although beetles and butterflies are the most 
wellknown for their optical properties, scientists are focusing 
on crustaceans to add more value to their shell waste. Pio
neering work by Nguyen and MacLachlan has shown that the 
longrange order of nanochitin in the king crab shells become 
gradually less ordered from the interior to the exterior, which 
plausibly explains why the iridescent color of the internal part 
is not transferred to the external part of the shells.[309] An intact, 
iridescent chitin cuticle membrane has been extracted from the 
crab shells, which exhibits a lefthandedchiral nematic struc
ture like the beetle exoskeleton and solid films casted from 
CNC cholesteric liquid crystals (Figure 14a1,a2). Further dea
cetylation of the chitin membrane yields a chitosan membrane 
with enhanced iridescence (Figure  14a3). Both membranes 
exhibit responsive properties because they swell in water and 
change their helical pitches, causing macroscopic changes in 
color (Figure 14b–e). Reflected color (λ) depends on the incident 
angle (θ), pitch height (P), and refractive index of chitin (n),  
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described through the equation: λ = nPsinθ.[310] Chitin and chi
tosan membranes are tougher and more sensitive to photonic 
response than CNC membranes; thus, they are more suitable 
for extended applications.[309]

The concept of transferring king crab shells to iridescent 
chitin/chitosan membranes has been extended to other species, 
such as shrimps,[311] beetles,[312,313] and butterflies,[314–317] pro
viding an interesting approach to utilize the optical properties 
of nanochitin assembly through biomimicry. These materials 
can be used as a sustainable and economically viable platform 
to produce optical functional materials. Moreover, the porosity, 
aminomediated absorptivity, and high crystallinity of chitin 
membranes enable the templating of a secondary component to 
prepare chiroptical mesoporous materials. This involves intro
ducing a second component into a chitin template and subse
quently removing the chitin to obtain a replica. The templating 

strategy has been used to synthesize solid materials, such as 
silica (Figure  14f,g),[309] and metal or metaloxide nanoparti
cles,[314–318] which can be of great utility in catalysis and mag
netophotonic devices. In addition to templating, the responsive 
color change and the crosslinking ability of the amino groups 
of chitosan membranes facilitate the fabrication of smart 
photonic hydrogels. They respond to external stimuli, such as 
pH change,[319–323] making them potential alternatives to optical 
pH indicators that affect the life cycles and biocompatibility of 
monitored systems.

Other than chitin templates directly obtained from organ
isms, the in vitro assembly of nanochitin from liquid crystals 
can be used in certain applications, particularly when irides
cence is not required. One such application is the separation 
of enantiomers, which is of significant importance in pharma
ceuticals (for the separation of therapeutic enantiomers) and 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2203325

Figure 14. Optical materials derived from the chiral nematic structure of nanochitin. a) Chemical treatment and delamination of a king crab’s leg 
(a1) produces an iridescent chitin cuticle membrane (a2). Further deacetylation of (a2) yields an iridescent chitosan membrane (a3). a) Adapted with 
permission.[311] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. b) Photographs of tunable iridescence of the chitosan membrane during drying and reabsorption of water.  
c) POM images of (top) wet and (bottom) dried chitosan membranes. d) Ultraviolet–visible (UV) and circular dichroism spectra of (red) wet and 
(blue) dried chitosan membranes. The UV spectrum indicates a blueshift of the reflectance peak from 720 to 540 nm upon drying. e) Tuning the helical 
pitch of the chitosan membranes by swelling and drying. f) Photographs of chiral nematic silica/chitin composites (f1) and mesoporous silica films 
(f2). g) SEM image of the silica film showing the retained helicoidal structure upon chitin removal. b–g) Reproduced with permission.[309] Copyright 
2014, Wiley-VCH. h) Methanolated calcium-mediated process converting bulk chitin (h1) to chiral nematic ChNF hydrogel (h2), which is used to obtain 
nitrogen (N)-doped chiral nematic carbon-sheath hydrogels using hydrothermal carbonization (h3). i) Adsorption capacity and j) enantioselective 
adsorption of l-lactic acid by the chiral N-doped carbon hydrogel and the resulting enantiomeric excess (ee). h–j) Reproduced with permission.[203] 
Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
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polymer synthesis (for stereoregularity). Methanolated Ca2+ 
and solvent exchange with water have been used to fabricate 
chiral nematic ChNF hydrogels, which have been hydrother
mally carbonized to generate Ndoped chiral carbonsheath 
hydrogels (Figure  14h). These carbonized hydrogels exhibit 
a chiral separation ability, preferentially adsorbing dlactic 
acid over llactic acid at an enantiomeric excess of 16.3% 
(Figure 14i,j).[203]

3.3.2. Renewable Electrodes for Electrochemical Applications

Extensive research has been carried out on highperformance 
electrodes for electrochemical applications (such as energy 
storage devices and catalysts) to address the energy demands 
of sustainable development. An ideal electrode can store a 
large amount of energy and effectively transport ions for 
rapid charge/discharge.[324,325] Nitrogendoped porous carbon 
materials derived from hierarchically structured chitin exhibit 
excellent conductivity, large surface area, abundant surface 
functional groups, low density, and superior electrochemical 
stability.[206] The Bouligand structure of chitin of crab shells 
has been utilized as a template to prepare hollow carbon 
nanofibers, which have been used to encapsulate elements 
such as S and Si to fabricate efficient battery electrodes.[206] 
Followup studies report different types of carbon electrodes 
for energy storage derived from different chitin sources that 
adapt various structural and chemical properties. Porous 
carbon nanosheets have been topdown exfoliated from crab 
shells by autoclave treatment in phytic acid and hydrogen 
peroxide, followed by pyrolysis under inert conditions. These 
sheets have been used as highefficiency N/Ocodoped anodes 
for sodiumion batteries.[326] Supercapacitor electrodes com
posed of Ndoped carbon nanofiber aerogels, N/Scodoped bio
char,[327] carbonized microspheres,[328,329] and N/O/Ptridoped 
porous carbons,[330] have also been fabricated from crustacean 
shells.[331]

Ndoped carbon materials derived from chitin and chitosan 
have recently been used as catalysts and catalyst supports in 
various reactions, including oxygen reduction, and organic 
compound oxidation/reduction.[202,332–335] They exhibit high 
catalytic activity due to their large surface area and various 
C–N configurations. As catalyst supports, the C–N defects 
provide nucleation sites and assist the uniform dispersion of 
the catalyst, thereby enhancing the electrocatalytic activity.[202] 
Therefore, Ndoped carbon materials derived from chitin and 
chitosan exhibit high potential as sustainable alternatives for 
expensive metalbased electrocatalysts.

4. Outlook

Unlike existing review articles on chitin and chitosan, here, we 
have focused on recent developments to understand the varia
tions in physicochemical and biological properties of chitin and 
chitosan with size (from molecular to microscale). With the aid 
of recent advances in molecular science and nanoscience, key 
outlooks have been provided on chitin nanostructures for bio
medical and environmental applications.

4.1. Biomedical Applications

Unlike synthetic polymers, chitin is obtained from various 
natural resources, making variations in MW, DA, and contami
nants inevitable, causing inconsistent results while investi
gating biological properties (such as immune and antimicrobial 
activity). Although chitin and chitosan have good bioactivities, 
these discrepancies hinder their application in the biomedical 
field. Therefore, this review paper proposes criteria (in terms 
of contaminant removal and MW) to reduce ambiguity and 
enable the selection of chitin and chitosan for biomedical appli
cations. Chitin nanostructures possess a high positive charge 
density and good adhesion properties; thus, the contaminant 
levels should be monitored and reduced (including the removal 
of negatively charged endotoxins) before applying chitin nano
structures in biomedical applications.

Reports on the immune activity of chitin and chitosan are 
particularly ambiguous. Many immunological experiments 
using chitin and chitosan in the past have been miscon
ducted (without confirming/removing the content of endo
toxin).[47,57,66–69] Various parameters affect the immune activity 
of purified chitin and chitosan; this paper has focused on 
MW and summarized the MW range in which inflammation 
is induced and inhibited. HMW does not exhibit immune 
activity,[50,56,62] while LMW shows immunestimulation 
activity;[62–64,67] chitin and chitosan with oligomer size less than 
10  kDa exhibit both proinflammation and antiinflammation 
properties, inducing immune modulation.[65,68,69,75–77,79] Chitin 
and chitosan nanoscale materials, used as scaffolds, drug car
riers, or vaccine adjuvants, should exhibit specific immune 
activities (nonimmunogenic, stimulating, or modulating) 
depending on the application. This review paper suggests the 
consideration of the MW range for proper selection of chitin 
and chitosan with the required immune activity.

The antimicrobial properties of chitin and chitosan are 
important in biomaterials because they can cause infection if 
they are contaminated by microorganisms; for instance, the 
COVID19 ( pandemic caused by the SARSCoV2 virus in 2020, 
and epidemics such as the SARS in 2003 and the middle east 
respiratory syndrome in 2012. Infectious diseases that terrify 
people continue to occur, making antibacterial and antiviral 
functional materials very relevant. Various synthetic materials 
for repelling microorganisms have been developed, but there 
is a need for antibacterial materials based on natural and 
renewable materials. From this point of view, chitosan is a very 
attractive antibacterial material, but the antibacterial activity 
of chitosan varies with various factors (the strain of bacteria 
or fungi, MW, DA, and pH).[86–88] In general, the electrostatic 
interaction between the positively charged chitosan and anionic 
components on the cell wall is the major mechanism of anti
bacterial action.[84,85,90,94] Therefore, the MW of chitosan seems 
less influenced than DA and pH. When DA and pH are con
trolled, the MW should be considered because it can influence 
the electrostatic interactions[38,40] and cell penetration.[95] In 
particular, since the MW of good antimicrobial efficacy varies 
depending on the strain, when the target microorganism is 
specified, and the DA and pH conditions are unified, a higher 
MW is better for grampositive bacteria, while a lower MW is 
better for gramnegative bacteria.[88,89,93] However, the chitosan 
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oligomer exhibits poor antimicrobial activity toward all micro
organisms;[93] therefore, its elimination is recommended when 
conducting research on antibacterial activity.

4.2. Environmental Applications

4.2.1. Merits of Chitin over Cellulose in Sustainability

Ironically, plastic bags were invented to reduce the use of 
paper bags that had caused an indiscriminate felling of trees. 
However, since nonbiodegradable plastics can generate micro
plastics harmful to marine life, therefore, paper straws and 
bags are once again in the spotlight as sustainable materials. 
However, the problem of indiscriminate logging to meet the 
demand of paper and cellulose materials is still unresolved. 
Also, the problem of woodsupply security is emerging, and 
cellulose production can interfere with other wood industries 
such as paper, furniture, and construction. Forests could be 
destroyed to construct farms that grow cotton (another cel
lulose source). These contribute to global warming, one of 
the biggest threats to humanity at present. By contrast, chitin 
production can refine crustacean shell wastes, contributing to 
the marine economy, waste management, and environment, 
particularly in Asian countries.[1] Moreover, biotechnological 
developments can enable the utilization of fungi and insects 
as alternative sources for chitin and resolve issues related to 
the seasonal fluctuation of crustaceans.[106] Insects comprise a 
promising source for chitin and chitosan in the future; protein 
and amino acid production by insects could be an alternative 
to traditional meats. Insects produce less emissions of carbon 
dioxide and ammonia than cattle and pigs and can significantly 
reduce the land and water used for cultivation. After extracting 
amino acids and proteins from insects, chitin and chitosan can 
be produced from the waste.

4.2.2. Nanochitin Production: Standardization and Reducing  
Its Environmental Impacts

Chitin and cellulose are equally difficult to process and very few 
solvents can dissolve them. The processing technology of the 
two materials has gradually developed, and the development 
can be divided into generations. Chitin of the first generation 
is chemically modified into soluble chitosan, similar to nitrocel
lulose. In the second generation, chitin is dissolved in a special 
solvent and then regenerated. The chitosan and regenerated 
chitin exhibit poor mechanical properties and a high swelling 
degree in wet conditions.

Nanochitin is a material fabricated without damaging the 
original naturalstate nanofibril structure. However, the envi
ronmental impacts of nanochitin production routes have not 
been extensively studied. Therefore, life cycle assessments 
(LCAs) that evaluate all aspects of a production route, such as 
energy and water consumption, emissions, byproduct removal, 
and reagent recyclability, are necessary, particularly for the pro
duction scaleup of nanochitin. Nanocellulose is a good model 
for designing the LCA of nanochitin because nanocellulose is 
being massproduced in Japan, Europe, and Canada.[182,336] In 

addition, it is necessary to benchmark the quality of industrially 
produced nanochitin against labsynthesized chitin; rigorous 
testing and standardized protocols are required for each chitin 
biomass and production route. This can ensure the industrial 
production of chitin nanomaterials with small batchtobatch 
variations.

Among the topdown production methods, mechanical disin
tegration has been used in the industrial scale by Marine Nano
Fiber Co., Ltd., (Japan) and ANPOLY Co., Ltd., (South Korea) 
to produce chitin nanofibers for medical and cosmetic applica
tions. Although chitin nanowhiskers have not been industri
ally produced yet, acid hydrolysis exhibits the greatest potential 
as an industrial production route, similar to the production of 
CNC.[182] Therefore, innovative methods for handling and recy
cling large amounts of acid, product purification, and drying 
for product shipping and preservation should be developed.

4.2.3. Optimizing the Performance of Chitin

Nanochitin shows great potential in preparing mechanically 
reinforced biocomposites and highgasbarrier packaging 
films. It represents a transition from the chitin/chitosan oli
gosaccharide (molecular scale) to the hierarchically assembled 
chitin (microscale). The properties of chitin/chitosan oligosac
charides can be well established based on MW, and those of 
hierarchically assembled chitin are usually dependent on fac
tors other than size. Unfortunately, the size–property relation
ship for nanochitin is not empirically established, but rather 
based on computational calculations or models for CNCs. 
Future studies can focus on generating nanochitinbased cohe
sion–size relationships and filler–matrix interactions to effec
tively use nanochitin as a reinforcing filler in nanocomposites. 
It is equally important to fully characterize chitin nanofillers, 
particularly their dimensions (aspect ratios), which ultimately 
decide their reinforcing behavior. In addition, as green and 
biodegradable biocomposites are gaining momentum in the 
sustainable Industry 4.0 era, the technique combining in situ 
polymerization with thermal processing, providing a green, 
industrially and economically viable method to produce nan
ochitinreinforced green biocomposites, could be suitable in 
the industrial scale. In food packaging, elucidating the size
dependent phase behavior of nanochitin suspensions is helpful 
to well align nanochitin for achieving a high barrier perfor
mance. Furthermore, the sensitivity of nanochitin to moisture 
presents the greatest challenge and can be resolved by thermal 
annealing with nanocellulose or by using SLIPS technology. 
Both the methods use sustainable components.

Selfassembled nanochitin structures are used to engineer 
materials for optical, loadbearing, environmentalmanage
ment, and electrochemical applications. Despite increasing 
work on the assembly of isolated nanochitin and the fabrica
tion of biomimetic hierarchically structured materials, many 
challenges are to be tackled. The dimensions and morphology 
of nanochitin significantly vary with chitin sources and produc
tion routes (Table  3), potentially causing inconsistency in its 
phasetransition behavior reported in the literature. Therefore, 
an empirical formula describing the dimensiondependent 
liquid crystal transition of nanochitin should be established. 
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Ideally, a phase diagram of nanochitin suspensions illustrating 
size, concentration, and surfacepotentialdependency should 
be generated.[179] This would require more extensive experi
mental data combining different chitin sources and produc
tion routes. Additionally, the extraction of a natural iridescent 
nanochitin membrane is tedious and the optical properties are 
highly sensitive to impurities and additives. Therefore, eluci
dating the mechanism underlying the loss of perfect longrange 
orientation that results in noniridescent nanochitin films will 
be helpful in developing optical and responsive materials from 
isolated nanochitin.

Studies on chitinderived Ndoped porous carbon materials 
for electrochemical and environmentmanagement applica
tions are at their infancy. In electrochemical applications, fur
ther research is required to elucidate the parameters control
ling the surface functionality and porosity of carbon materials 
during chitin carbonization. In catalytic applications, an in
depth understanding of the correlation between C–N configura
tions and catalytic activity can facilitate the fabrication of spe
cific Ndoped carbon materials. In energy storage, to fabricate 
a highcapacity electrode, balance must be maintained between 
small pore size (large surface area) for sufficient interfacial 
reactions, and large pore size for facile electrolyte diffusion. In 
environmental applications, chitin, after adsorbing heavy metal 
ions from water, is heavily contaminated and difficult to dispose 
of or handle. Metal ions exhibit high catalytic activities; thus, 
the metalpolluted chitin could be converted into a catalyst sup
porter to maximize the use of chitinderived carbon materials.

5. Conclusion

This review discusses the scaledependent (molecular, nano, 
micro, and bulk) physicochemical and biological properties 
of chitin that account for conflicting characteristics and unre
producible results across literature. At the molecular scale, the 
chain rigidity and solubility are changed from the oligomer 
MW range of chitin/chitosan, affecting adhesion and cohesion. 
These characteristics influence the interactions between chitin/
chitosan and immune cells, and the cell walls of microorgan
isms, which may partially explain the cause of the mutually 
exclusive properties of chitin/chitosan with respect to immune 
responses and antibacterial activity. At the nanoscale, the 
mechanical properties of nanochitin are a function of its aspect 
ratio (length/diameter or L/D); higheraspectratio nanofibers 
exhibit greater tensile strength, which plateaus when the fiber 
length exceeds 1 µm. As rodlike nanomaterials, aqueous nan
ochitin suspensions exhibit isotropic–chiral nematic phase 
transition at a critical concentration. This critical value pro
portionally scales with the nanochitin dimensions through the 
relation (L2D)n, where n remains to be determined. In addition 
to size, the properties of nanochitin are equally determined by 
their surface chemistry. Above the microscale, the properties of 
chitin seem to be less dependent on size, but are controlled by 
factors such as their alignment fashions, porosity, and nitrogen 
doping. Chitin and chitosan show immense application poten
tial in various fields ranging from medical to environmental. To 
effectively incorporate chitin/chitosan into end products, man
ufacturers and end users need to carefully consider the length 

scale at which they are used because each length scale deter
mines a specific set of properties (Figure 1).

Owing to their performance and sustainable merits over cel
lulose, the future of chitin and chitosan is promising. The latest 
advances in nanoscience can facilitate future studies to fill cur
rent research gaps; the most pertinent is the complete rationali
zation of the size–property (mechanical and colloidal behavior) 
relationship of chitin at the nanoscale. This would allow more 
effective use of nanochitin as mechanically reinforcing fillers 
in biocomposites or aligning nanochitin to engineer a high 
gas barrier for food packaging. This review helps bridge funda
mental research and practical applications, paving the way for 
the complete valorization of chitin, as a newgeneration func
tional material.
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